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Do Diode Meters Measure Up to Calorimetry? 
An Overview of Conventional and New Transmitter Output 

Power Measurements in Digital Broadcast Systems 

by Tim Holt 

The author is director of applications and 
systems engineering for Bird Technologies 
Group. 

The measurement of transmitter output 
power has always been an important 
consideration in the operation of 

broadcast transmission systems. As broad¬ 
cast network systems are planned and inte¬ 
grated, coverage predictions, as well as the 
prediction of the possibility of co-channel 
interference, are based upon several factors, 
including geographical terrain, antenna 
gain and directionality, and transmitter out¬ 
put power. 

The introduction of new digital modula¬ 
tion formats into broadcast settings has 
necessitated a re-thinking of the methods 
that are used for the measurement of trans¬ 
mitter power. The accuracy and reliability in 
which these measurements may be made is 
related to our understanding of the limita¬ 
tions of conventional power measurement 
methods, as well as our understanding of the 
proven techniques that have been developed 
for use with digital broadcast systems. 

In this paper, we will review some of the 
characteristics of conventional measurement 
methodologies, as well as develop a founda¬ 
tion of understanding of newer techniques. 
We also will discuss “first-principle” power 
measurement methods, and present data as 
to how various measurement methodologies 
compare with measurements developed 
using first-principle techniques. 

CONVENTIONAL POWER 
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

Instruments used through the years for 

the measurement of transmitter output 
power may be categorized as follows: In¬ 
line or Thruline Instruments; Terminating 
Power Meter/Directional; Coupler-Based 
Instruments; and Radio Frequency 
Calorimeters. 

Of the above categories, in-line power 
meters have been the most popular instru¬ 
ments, owing to their simplicity, ease of use 
and their ability to measure both forward 
and reflected power. First-generation 
instruments of this class were developed in 
the 1950s, using simple point contact 
diode detectors. Within the past five years, 
versions of these instruments have been 
developed using up-to-date diode devices 
and low-noise amplifiers, more appropriate 
for the measurement of signals incorporat¬ 
ing complex modulation. 

Terminating power meters and their 
associated directional couplers also have 
been used extensively. Power measurement 
techniques developed around instruments 
of this class are adaptations of power meters 
that were designed for laboratory use, but 
can provide high-quality measurements in 
broadcast applications when paired with the 
appropriate directional coupler. 

Radio frequency calorimeters provide 

the advantage of providing measurements 
that truly represent heating power, as their 
definition would imply. These devices also 
provide the advantage of responding to the 
aggregate power presented to their input, as 
they are typically broadband devices. 

One might argue that terminating-type 
laboratory power meters also would provide 
this advantage, in that these instruments also 
are typically broadband in nature, but they 

are limited to measuring very low-power lev¬ 
els, and must be used with a directional cou¬ 
pler. These couplers are useful only over a 
relatively narrow band. Following are some 
additional details regarding these power 
measurement instruments: 

FIRST-GENERATION 
IN-LINE POWER METERS 

These power meters comprise a short 
length of precision transmission line fitted 
with either a single or a dual directional 
coupler. The output of the directional cou¬ 
pler is typically in the range of 40-60 dB 
below the main transmission line level. The 
coupler output is connected to a simple 
diode detector and then scaled and dis¬ 
played on a meter movement. 

Most of these power meters actually 
measure the peak power of the signal, 
while the meter scale is actually calibrated 
in average power. While this approach has 

SEE POWER METERS. PAGE 4 

Conventional Power Meter Schematic 
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FROM THE TECH EDITOR 
by Michael LeClair 

Responding to Readers’ 
Comments on Digital AM 

In the last couple of issues 1 have related my experiences with the conversion of a 
1 kW AM station to digital operation. A 

number of you have responded with well-
thought-out comments, and I want to talk 
about these a little this month. 

One reader pointed out to me that the 
measurements we took as an initial test of 
digital coverage did not follow a scientifi¬ 
cally rigorous and repeatable process. I 
agree with that observation completely. 
These “coverage” tests were anecdotal at 
best. But I’m not too concerned about that 
for this initial testing of what we can expect 
with digital AM in the real world, and 1 
would like to explain why. 

FOR GOOD MEASURE 
The familiar proof-of-performance meas¬ 

urements for AM stations require the collec¬ 
tion of literally hundreds of data points. 
Once all of this data has been brought 
together it is possible to develop values for 
the signal strength on an average basis. These 
averages are then interpolated to create the 
familiar contour maps we all use to talk 
about the reach of a particular radio station. 

If the measurements are conducted care¬ 
fully, and within similar seasonal conditions, 
they should be repeatable over time within 
a reasonable error margin. This repeatability 
is the basis of the scientific process. 

The key concept here is that to achieve 
repeatability it requires a statistical average 
of a lot of measurements. The more meas¬ 
urements we have the more accurate it is, 
statistically anyway. But as anyone who has 
done measurements for a proof knows, it 
takes some skill and care to get valid meas¬ 
urements due to the effects of man-made 
structures. 

Measurement points are selected to avoid 
such effects. Often in the final calculations, 
some measurements points have to be 
“thrown out” because they don’t correspond 
to an expected mean value — a good reason 
to collect more measurements than the min¬ 
imum required. 

But listeners don’t really care all that 
much about the statistical accuracy of our 
measurement studies — they are really just 
concerned about whether they can listen to 
a radio station or not. It doesn’t take scien¬ 
tific rigor to drive around, as you expect 
your listener to do, and see where the signal 
has problems. 

In measuring the analog field strength 
with our meter, we did make sure we chose a 
spot that would not suffer from local interfer¬ 
ence effects, but the observations were taken 
in locations suggested by the dropout rate of 
the digital signal on a consumer radio. 

The fact is that signal quality varies 
greatly within areas that a contour map 
shows as having adequate signal level for 
reception. Secondary roads represent one of 
the worst-case reception conditions for AM 
due to the ubiquitous overhead power lines. 
Signal strengths can vary up to 6 dB due to 
the effects of these lines, and more if there is 
a noisy electrical transformer generating 
enough interference to cause the radio to 
desensitize. That amount of signal change 
can and does cause an analog AM signal to 

degrade audibly when the average signal 
strength is below a certain threshold. 

This leads me to another reader’s com¬ 
ment, which questioned my choice of 2 mV 
signal strength as a reliable coverage limit 
for analog AM. This responder noted that 
my experience in the densely populated 
New England area, with poor soil conduc¬ 
tivity to boot, may not reflect conditions in 
other, more rural parts of the country. This 
point is well taken. Another example of 
extended coverage is the case of clear chan¬ 
nel AMs where the lack of interference 
allows reception at remarkable distances. 

Analog AM can get very good quality 
coverage out past 2 mV, in places where 
man-made noise and interference are not 
prevalent. In New England, if you drive on 
an interstate highway it will always make 
your station seem to go further. The high¬ 
speed road noise helps mask the rising noise 
floor on the AM receiver too. 

The only problem is that once you get off 
the highway the signal fades out at the end 
of the exit ramp. Interstate highway cover¬ 
age is good to have, but probably doesn’t 
make up the majority of your listeners. 

A LISTENABLE SIGNAL 
As someone who has worked in AM for 

many years 1 have a fondness for this 
medium. 1 grew up listening to AM stations. 
As such I have a tendency to want to take 
an “optimistic” view of the coverage area of 
our AM stations. 

However, as someone with a responsibil¬ 
ity to my employer that includes providing 
objective evaluation of coverage area, some¬ 
times I have to keep these impulses in 
check. The question I ask myself is, “Would 
I be willing to drive with my sales manager 
in the car with me to prove that reception is 
good in this area?” At least in our region, I 
am not comfortable doing this with less 
than 2 mV of signal. But I’m willing to 
accept that in other parts of the country this 
works just fine. 

One reader wondered about my assertion 
that I could get reliable digital coverage in 
areas that suffered noise or fade on the ana¬ 
log. He pointed out that digital carriers suf¬ 
fer from the same statistical fadeouts and 
problems due to man-made noise. 

In contrast to analog, however, the digital 
signal does not degrade in a steady fashion 
as the interference rises. Up until the inter¬ 
ference or fade reaches that last tenth of a 
decibel below the digital crash point, it will 
sound the same as a more powerful signal. 
Once that threshold is exceeded the digital 
radio will, of course, lose the ability to 
decode the signal completely, and substitute 
the analog signal as a backup source. 

This explains why it is possible to have a 
listenable digital signal in places where the 
analog signal is badly impaired. There is a 
significant region of coverage where the 
analog gets noisy and the digital just sails on 
through. 

The fact that we get as much coverage as 
we do encourages me to plan for a future 
upgrade of this transmitter; with the latest 
equipment we should improve the digital 
coverage area even more. A new transmitter 

is actually less expensive than the digital 
signal generation equipment. But for now 
this compromise is acceptable to get us off 
the ground with digital. 

One heartfelt comment from a reader 
concerned the experience of so many AM 
radio stations that invested in the technol¬ 
ogy of AM stereo. The painful nature of that 
technology’s failure still informs the fears of 
so many of us in the radio business. If 
improving the quality of AM didn’t work the 
last time, why should we invest in this new 
technology that promises improvements, 
but may not deliver? 

On this question I would point out that 
there is a hopeful difference this time 
through. Everything I see and hear sug¬ 
gests to me that on the FM band, HD 
Radio is rapidly growing and will drive 
demand for new radios. Unlike the previ¬ 
ous experience with AM stereo, new digi¬ 
tal-ready radios will bring support for 
both FM and AM reception. This will gen¬ 
erate a market ready for the audible 
improvements of AM digital. 

The receiver piece of the puzzle is a 
strong reason to support a compatible digi¬ 
tal receiver to FM HD, rather than one of 
the alternative systems that have been 
floated as possibilities. Receiver manufactur¬ 
ers lost money on the failure of AM stereo 
too, and they are not eager to repeat it. 

While I’m sympathetic to the concerns 
of those who dislike being dependent on a 
proprietary system, compatibility can be a 
powerful market force that develops 
potential listeners. 

That’s all I have room for in this issue 
but please keep those comments and 
e-mails coming to rwee@imaspub.com. I 
enjoy reading them and want to keep the 
engineering dialog open to all points of 
view. ■ 
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Power Meters 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 

served the broadcast industry for many 
years, the use of simple in-line power 
meters in complex modulated signal sys¬ 
tems has been questioned due to the inabil¬ 
ity of simple diode detectors to respond to 
signals with very high peak to average 
power characteristics common to digital 
modulation formats. 

diode operating in a nonlinear fashion. This 
approach works fine, so long as the power 
meter is used to measure a single defined 
waveform or a closely related signal, such as 
CW or FM modulation. 

IN-LINE POWER METERS WITH 
SQUARE-LAW DETECTORS 

This latest generation of in-line power 
meters is configured in much the same 
manner as the first-generation instru¬ 
ments, with the important difference in 

Next-Generation Diode Detector Schematic 

the detector technology. 
An alternative approach 
using diodes that works 
well in systems carrying 
complex modulation is 
to operate the detector 
diodes below approxi¬ 
mately -20 dBm in an 
area known as the 
“square law” region of 
the diode’s dynamic 
range. 

In this region, diode 
detectors behave in much 
the same manner as ther¬ 
mal detection devices, 
where at low signal lev¬ 
els, the diode’s rectified 
output is a function of 

Diode detectors in conventional in-line 
power meters are operated largely over the 
non-linear portion of their dynamic range 
with their accompanying meter scales cali¬ 
brated to read average power, even with the 

the square of the RMS input voltage. The 
transfer function for a full-wave square-law 
diode detector is approximated as follows: 

Vout = (Vin/5.77)2 
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Where: all voltages are in millivolts 

This relationship holds as long as the total 
excursion of the signal is contained within 
the diode’s square law region. The theoretical 
bounds for this range are from approxi¬ 
mately -20 dBm on the high side to the 
noise floor as determined by the bandwidth 
of the measurement at the lower end. 
Measurement ranges of 50 dB are possible in 
most systems. 

TERMINATING POWER 
METER/DIRECTIONAL 
COUPLER POWER METERS 

These instruments, generally used for lab¬ 
oratory applications, are wide in frequency 
and dynamic range, and may be used in 
conjunction with high-power directional 
couplers for making high-power measure¬ 
ments (see Fig. 1). 

They may use either thermal converter 
technology or diode detector measurement 

which is the accuracy of the instrument’s 
internal reference. Also, the internal refer¬ 
ence operates at a single frequency and 
power level. 

Second, operation of the power meter at 
frequencies other than the internal reference 
frequency requires the use of calibration offsets. 
These offsets carry their own uncertainties. 

Third, the effects of mismatch uncertainty 
between the input to the power sensor and 
the output of the directional coupler are sig¬ 
nificant. Since the VSWR characteristics of 
the sensor input and the coupler output 
change with frequency, the magnitude of the 
mismatch uncertainty also will change with 
frequency. 

RADIO FREQUENCY 
CALORIMETERS 

Radio frequency calorimeters have 
formed the foundation for high-power 
measurements for many years. This power 
measurement method remains in use as the 

Mi Error Component Error Value 

1 Instrumentation Uncertainty 
and Noise 

±1.5% 

2 Power Reference Uncertainty ±1.2% 
Thermal power meters require the use of a 
reference oscillator. This is typically a 50 MHz, 
1 mW source. 

3 Calibration Factor Uncertainty ±3% 
The accuracy to which specified sensor 
calibrations are known. 

4 
Mismatch Uncertainty (Based 
upon a source VSWR of 1.5 
and a load VSWR of 1.2) 

±4% 
Based upon a source VSWR (directional 
coupler side arm) of 1.5, and a sensor VSWR 
of 1.2. 

5 
Attenuation Factor 
Uncertainty ±1% 

Using a 50 dB directional coupler and an 
HP8753D network analyzer, the best possible 
attenuation measurement is +/- 0.5 dB. 

6 Linearity ±1% 

7 Temperature Drift ±1.6% Assuming a 7° C total spread in ambient 
temperature at measurement point. 

Worst-Case Error ±13.3% 
Probable Error ±5.8% 

Table A: Error Analysis Showing Worst-Case Error Percentage 

approaches to power detection. They are 
generally more difficult to use, as they 
require frequent calibration and are more 
expensive than the above choices. 

Another issue with these instruments is 
that the measurement of transmission system 
VSWR is more difficult, as this measurement 
requires the use of a dual-channel coupler, 
and a second measurement channel on the 
power meter. Like the square-law-based 
instruments described above, they work well 
in cases of complex modulation, as they 
respond to the heating power of the signal. 

The error analysis of a typical implemen¬ 
tation for this power measurement approach 
appears in Table A. While the analysis is 
fairly self-explanatory, there are a few com¬ 
ments worth making. 

First, the accuracy of power meters in this 
class is dependent upon many factors, one of 

means by which NIST establishes primary 
RF measurement standards. 

As mentioned above, calorimetric sys¬ 
tems measure the true heating power of a 
signal, including the fundamental fre¬ 
quency, all harmonics and sidebands and 
other modulation related contributions. 
The calorimeter will measure the total 
aggregate power contained in the signal. 

The calorimeter is a device that responds 
to heat and will measure the heating power 
of a low frequency (50 or 60 Hz), or DC 

SEE POWER METERS, PAGE 6 
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Power Meters 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4 

energy in exactly the same manner in 
which the calorimeter will respond to RF 
signals. This characteristic enables the 
calorimetric system to be highly accurate, 

accuracies of +/- 1 percent are possible 
using the substitution calibration method¬ 
ology outlined above. 

Although calorimetric power measure¬ 
ment methods yield results with unparal¬ 
leled accuracy, calorimetric systems have 
their limitations, such as: 1) calorimeters are 
generally difficult to use; this is especially 

as the low frequency AC, or DC energy 
used to calibrate the calorimeter may be 
known very precisely. 

This calibrating energy also is useful in 
the establishment of a path back to NIST 
primary standards. Typical field calorimet¬ 
ric system accuracy is +/- 4 percent, but 

true in field settings, with typically uncon¬ 
trolled environments; 2) best results with 
calorimetric methods are obtained with 
highly trained operators; and 3) calorimeters 
are terminating devices, and are not suitable 
for directional power measurements, leading 
to antenna match measurements. 
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% Error 

A pictorial diagram of a typical calorimet¬ 
ric system is described in Fig. 2. In this sys¬ 
tem, a water-cooled, high-power RF 
termination is used as a means to convert 
radio frequency energy into heat, with the 
constraint that this must be done in a highly 
efficient manner, so as to capture the major¬ 
ity of the energy dissipated in the load. 

Load efficiency is also important from 
the perspective of calibration, as the heat 
flux from the load in areas other than the 
coolant path cannot be easily captured, and 
also will behave as a function of the ambi¬ 
ent temperature 

In other words, if the calorimeter is cali¬ 
brated at 25° C, and the ambient tempera¬ 
ture changes to 15° C, this additional 
gradient will result in more heat escaping 
from the load in areas other than the coolant 
path. This will have the effect of shifting the 
calibration point of the calorimeter. 

Also contained in this system is a means 
of determining the mass flow rate, in this 
case a volumetric flow measurement 
instrument (Rotameter). While flow meters 
of this type have been used in field 
calorimeter instrument through the years, 
more precise turbine-type instruments are 
available. 

Finally, the system contains two temper¬ 
ature-sensing elements, one placed at the 
input to the RF load, and the other placed 
at the output. While the picture shows 
glass thermometers, most modern systems 
use thermocouples or thermistors for these 
components, for their improved accuracy 
and repeatability. 

Calorimetric systems will measure power 
in accordance with the following equation: 

Power(kW) = 0.263 x AT x Flow 

Where: temperature measurements are in 
degrees centigrade, and flow rate is in gal¬ 
lons per minute 

While this formula will provide an indi¬ 
cation of the power dissipated in the load, 
it is necessary in most cases to compensate 
for physical changes to the coolant used in 
the system — temperature variations, say, 
or an operator’s change in practice to using 
a different coolant mixture, such as ethyl¬ 
ene glycol and water. 

For example, the specific heat of pure 
water has a value of 1.0 at a temperature of 
15-1/4° C, but this value drops to 0.998 at 
a temperature of 35-1/4° C. Modern calori¬ 
metric instruments automatically compen¬ 
sate for these changes. 

As mentioned above, one important 
attribute of the calorimetric system is that 

the system will respond essentially the same 
for DC or low-frequency AC energy’ as for 
RF energy. This “substitution” calibration 
procedure may be characterized as follows: 

Low Frequency Power Reference — 
This reference will be used to measure the 
actual power used for calibration. Since 
low-frequency energy will be used for cali¬ 
bration, inexpensive, highly accurate 
instruments are available. Inexpensive digi¬ 
tal multimeters, are typically accurate to 
within +/- 1 percent for low-frequency volt¬ 
age and current measurements. The best 
choices are AC power meters such as those 
made by Yokogawa, which measure voltage 
and current, as well as the phase angle 
between these parameters. It is possible to 
measure the delivered power to the load 
using instruments of this type. 

Low-Frequency Source — In many 
cases, 60 Hz energy may be used. A pri¬ 
mary consideration is the stability of the 
energy source. 

Perform Calibration — The calibration 
should be performed at or near the power 
level where the RF measurement will be 
made, in order to avoid linearity errors. Con¬ 
nect the low-frequency source to the calori¬ 
meter, along with the reference standard. 

Perform Substitution — Connect the RF 
source to be measured to the calorimeter in 
place of the low-frequency source, and per¬ 
form the measurement. Typical medium¬ 
term measurement accuracy for the system 
as calibrated above is quite good, as shown 
in Fig. 3. 

TRACEABILITY TO 
NATIONAL STANDARDS 

As mentioned above, there are two 
widely used traceability paths from high-
power RF measurements performed “in the 
field” back to the low-power primary stan¬ 
dards maintained by NIST. These two paths 
are outlined in Figs. 4 and 5. 

The first (Fig. 4) incorporates the con¬ 
cept of DC or low-frequency substitution, as 
we explained above. The path begins with 
the calorimeter that is used as the “working 
standard,” and may be used as a reference 
standard for other power meters. As 
described above, the calorimeter is cali¬ 
brated using voltage and current meters, or 
a low-frequency AC power meter. These 
instruments are easily traceable to primary 
standards. 

The second path (Fig. 5) is intended for 
SEE POWER METERS, PAGE 8 
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Power Meters 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6 

working standards that are comprised of 
terminating power meters and directional 
couplers as described earlier. Traceability for 
measurement systems of this type requires 
the use of a dual path, one for the calibra¬ 
tion of the directional coupler using preci¬ 
sion attenuation standards, and the other 
for the calibration of the power meter using 
calibrated thermistor mounts (bolometer). 

THE CHALLENGE OF 
DIGITAL MODULATION 

The measurement of radio frequency 
power in digitally modulated signals pres¬ 
ents a challenge due to high peak to aver¬ 
age power ratios (crest factor) found in 
8-VSB, COFDM and similar signal types. 
In general, the average power of signals 
using complex modulation is constant, 
whereas the peak power is data dependent. 
(See Fig. 6) 

In practice, crest factor values of 7 dB are 
typical for these systems, with crest factor 
values as high as 12 dB possible, especially 
in multiple carrier settings. Conventional 
diode detector power meters, being peak 
reading instruments, tend to follow the 
envelope established by the peak power 
value of the signal. 

POWER METER 
COMPARATIVE TESTING 

So far, we have established that 
calorimeter power meters are able to pro¬ 
vide the best accuracy, and provide read-

National 
Standards 

Primary AC Power 
Measurement 
Standard 

AC Power 
Meter 

RF Calorimeter 

Fig. 4: Traceability Path to NIST for 
High-Power RF Measurements 

National 
Standards 

Precision 
Attenuation 
Systems 

Precision 
Bolometer 
Power Meter 

Thermal 
Power Meter 

Working 
Standards 

Fig. 5: Traceability Path for Directional Couplers 

ings that truly represent heating power val¬ 
ues. As it is not generally practical to use 
calorimetric methods on a daily basis, it is 
important to understand how transmitter 
power measurements made with alterna¬ 
tive techniques compare with those 
obtained with calorimeters. 

To make this comparison, we chose three 
different power meter types, along the lines 
of those described above. These power 
meters were then used to make transmitter 
power measurements, while using a high-
power calorimeter as a reference. 

In addition, the power measurements 
were made using signals with no modula¬ 
tion (CW), with COFDM modulation, and 

with 8-VSB modulation. Each of these for¬ 
mats has different crest factor characteris¬ 
tics. Specifically, power meter types chosen 
for the testing were: conventional in-line 
directional power meter with single diode 
detector; thermal terminating power meter 
with directional coupler; and in-line power 
meter with square-law detector. 

TESTING PROTOCOL 
Each power meter type was tested inde¬ 

pendently, using the calorimeter as a refer¬ 
ence. The testing was performed at power 
levels from 2 kW to 12 kW, in order to 
expose issues with dynamic linearity. Test 

SEE POWER METERS. PAGE IO 
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"\Ne were building brand-new studios. 
Why use the same old tech?" 

"Our company bought a station in 

San Diego, and we had to move the 
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Making sure that the 

system was easy for non¬ 

technical air talent to understand 

and operate was critical, too. 
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"And expanding the network 
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more audio nodes and boom! 

you've got more inputs. 

"I've worked with lots of 

equipment in the past 

30 years, and Axia is by 

far the easiest system to 
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There are just a few cables instead 
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- with testing - took just one week. 

"Here's the kicker: Axia 

cost about half what we 

would have paid for a 

conventional router. We're 

very pleased, and plan to 

expand the network to our second 

control room. My advice? Get Axia. 

You won't be disappointed." 

— Rudy Agus, Chief Engineer, Hi-Favor Broadcasting 
Los Angeles, California 
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Power Meters 
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results were as follows: 

CW comparison — The test began by 
applying power to the systems with no 
modulation applied into a 50-ohm load. 
Under this signal condition, the power 
meters in the system, including the 
calorimeter, should produce very similar 
readings. 

These readings were used as a baseline 
for the remainder of the tests. Power read¬ 
ings were recorded for various power levels 
between 2 and 12 kW 

Test results for CW test — In CW test¬ 
ing, with no modulation applied, the per¬ 
formance of the power meters was within 
published specifications, +/- 5 percent, as 
seen in Graph A. 

8-VSB comparison — The second phase 
of the testing required connecting the 
calorimeter and the in-line power meters to 
a source of 8-VSB-modulated RF power to 
demonstrate the performance of the various 
meter types under 8-VSB modulation. The 
procedure used for the previous CW testing 
was repeated using the same power levels. 

Test Results for 8-VSB test — The results 
of the 8-VSB test are shown in Graph B. The 
test data illustrates that the thermal and 
square-law-based diode power meters track 
the calorimetric system to within 3 percent 
across the power ranges tested. 

COFDM Comparison — In the third 
phase of testing, the calorimeter and the 
three in-line power meters were connected 
to a source of COFDM-modulated RF 
power in order to demonstrate the perform¬ 
ance of the various power meter types 
under COFDM modulation. The test proce¬ 
dure as outlined in the previous steps was 
followed, again using the same power levels 
as used during the CW and 8-VSB testing. 

COFDM Test Results — The COFDM 
test results are indicated in Graph C. In this 
phase, the accuracy differences between the 
thermal and square-law diode power meters 
were even more pronounced than in the 
previous testing. The results show that the 
BPM and the thermal power meters were 
consistently within 2 percent of the 
calorimeter. 

CONCLUSION 
In this paper, information as to various 

methods for the measurement of transmitter 
output power was provided, and these 
methods were compared with the “first 
principle" methodology of radio frequency 
calorimetry. This information may be used 
to ensure that good choices are made with 
regard to the measurement of transmitter 
output power. 

Finally, test data was presented illustrat¬ 
ing the performance of three types of power 
meter systems when used with common 
digital modulation schemes, as well as 
under conditions where no modulation is 
present. 

Based upon the data collected during 
testing, it is clear that the square-law-based 
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diode power meter and the thermal power 
meter/directional coupler combination are 
capable of the measurement of signals using 
complex modulation with accuracy 

approaching a calorimetric power measure¬ 
ment system. 
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Graph A: Comparison of Measurement Accuracy for Continuous Wave Modulation Systems 
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New RIOGrande Stand* 
Alone Mixer/Router — 
RIOLink, the SAS Remote I/O 
chassis for the 32KD, has grown 
into a full-featured stand-alone 
mixer/router, a junior version of 
the 32KD. Use it with Rubicons, 
SLs, Rubi-Ts, or simply as a pow¬ 
erful 32x32 analog and digital 
router. Connect two RIOGrandes 

New Rubi-T Mini Console 
Control Surface —Ideal for 
voice tracking rooms, news 
booths, edit booths, announce 
booths, effects mixing, and more. 
Just 6" high, Rubi-T's input mod¬ 
ule features a full-length 100mm 
P&G fader, channel ON/OFF, 
and four programmable source 
select or bus assignment buttons. 
Input, monitor, talkback, meter, 
remote control, and other mod¬ 
ules are easily configured. 

New 
Rubicon-SL 

Console Control 
Surface — A "junior" 

Rubicon™ for less demanding 
studio applications. Offering full 
router source select, four mix 
buses, an unlimited number of 
mix-minus, mode, pan/balance, 
talkback, and more, SL is an 
ideal replacement for a dated 

INTRODUCING THE EXPANDING FAMILY OF 
THE SAS CONNECTED DIGITAL NETWORK? 

analog console. Rubicon-SL fully 
integrates into an SAS 32KD 
Mixer/Router System. 

with CAT5 or fiber for a great 
64x64 mixer/router system. 

With Rubicon, Rubicon-SL, Rubi-T, 32KD, and RIOGrande, the SAS Connected Digital Network has evolved to 
meet a wide range of budgets and requirements. In fact, it is now the "go-to" solution for hundreds of stations 
across the country moving into router-based networked control systems—providing the industry's most versatile 
and flexible user-friendly consoles, powerful routing of thousands of channels, integrated IFB/falkback/intercom, 
serial/ GPI/IP control, and so much more. 

Whether you're building a Top-10 multi-station facility or a simple single air 
studio, SAS has the perfect system for any market, any where. 

For more information, call 1.818.840.6749, or email radio@sasaudio.com. 
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MARKETPLACE 

APT, Pulsecom HD-PCAU Card 
Has AES/EBU Interface 

APT and Pulsecom say they have enhanced their Program Channel Access Unit to 
support telco-based STL, remote-to-studio and studio-to-studio HD services. The com¬ 
panies began jointly developing the original PCAU broadband audio channel card in 
2001; it was designed to deliver AM (7.5 kHz mono) and FM (15 kHz stereo) program 
content with analog interfaces, rather than the AES/EBU interfaces more appropriate for 
digital radio. 

The HD-PCAU assists broadcasters with their migration from analog to digital by 
offering an AES/EBU interface, the 20 Hz-20 kHz bandwidth needed to transport HD 
content and auxiliary data input/output allowing RBDS to be embedded in the audio 
stream. 

The incorporation of the apt-X data compression algorithm lets broadcasters main¬ 
tain audio quality up to the point of final stage HD Radio emission. 

“The original PCAU card ... freed operating companies from the ‘manual 
workarounds’ and ‘special assemblies’ that previously prevented them from selling 
broadband audio alongside broadband data,” said Dave Corp, Pulsecom director of mar¬ 
keting. “With the introduction of a new HD-PCAU designed to be compatible with the 
original PCAU at rates up to 15 kHz, broadcasters have a cost-effective means to 
sequentially migrate to HD Radio links without sacrificing the coverage and support 
offered by the telcos.” 

For more information, including pricing, contact APT in New Jersey at (800) 955-APTX 
(2789) or visit www.aptx.com. 

Charlie Wooten, Clear Channel director of engineering, Panama City, Fla., 
holds the HD-PCAU alongside Stan Bailey of Pulsecom and APT Commercial Director 

Jon McClintock at APT's booth at NAB2006. 

Genelec Debuts 8200 Series Monitors, 7200 Series Subwoofers 

Genelec says its 8200 Series bi-amplified active monitors and 7200 Series active sub¬ 
woofers are suitable for users who want a network speaker system that can be set up, 
measured, analyzed and calibrated. 

The 8240A uses a 6.5-inch woofer and 3/4-inch tweeter set into Genelec’s Advanced 
Directivity Controlled Waveguide. The free-field frequency response is 48 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Peak SPL per pair is 115 dB driven by a pair of 90 watt amplifiers for each driver. 

The 8250A has an eight-inch woofer and one-inch tweeter set into the DCW with a 
free-field frequency response of 38 Hz to 20 kHz. Peak SPL per pair is 120 dB driven by 
150 watt LF and 120 watt HF amplifiers. Both models are compatible with Genelec 
Loudspeaker Manager software and the company’s loudspeaker control network, as well as 
the 7260A, 7270A and 7271A active subwoofers; and also can be used independently of 
the network. Drivers are magnetically shielded. 

The 7260A features a 10-inch driver with a 120 watt power amplifier, frequency 
response of 19 Hz-85 Hz and ability to deliver SPLs of 108 dB at one meter. The 7270A 
incorporates a 12-inch driver with a 250 watt power amplifier, frequency response of 19 
Hz-85 Hz and ability to deliver SPLs of 112 dB at one meter. The 7271A has a 500 watt 
power amp and ability to deliver SPLs of 118 dB at one meter. 

Genelec says the 8200 and 7200 DSP Series monitors are built on the foundation of its 
8000 MDE and 7000 LSE Series. The 8240A retails for $1595, and the 8250A retails for 
$2550. The 7260A retails for $2950, the 7270A for $3650 and the 7271A for $5495. Genelec 8250A 

For more information, contact Genelec in Massachusetts at (508) 652-0900 or visit www.genelecusa.com. 

Tascam Replaces 
CD-RW750 With 
CD-RW900 

Tascam’s CD-RW900 CD recorder/ 
player expands upon the company’s CD-
RW750, adding MP3 playback, pitch and 
key control and a keyboard input for nam¬ 
ing takes. 

The CD-RW900 features PS/2 keyboard 
input, trim function, sample rate converter 
and coax and optical S/PDIF digital inputs 
and outputs with level control. Wireless 
remote control is included. 

Tascam CD-RW900 

Dielectric 

At Dielectric, you’ll find the same spirit of 
innovation that inspired “Doc” Brown to build 
a better radio antenna in 1942 alive and well 

in our full range of broadcast solutions: 
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Convergence is poised to change our 
industry more in the next five years than the 
previous sixty years combined. Working 

together — the possibilities are boundless. 

innovai never gets old. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Innovative Engineering 
for a Digital World7“ 

The CD-RW900’s PS/2 keyboard input 
lets users name tracks using CD Text, but 
also gives the user one-key access to fre¬ 
quently accessed menu functions. 

Front-panel features include a multi-jog 
dial, which is used to select tracks for 
playback or to set parameters. 

Highlights include CD Text and MP3 
1D3 tag display; unbalanced RCA inputs 
and outputs with dedicated input level 
controls; +/-16 percent pitch control in 0.1 
percent steps (CD audio discs only); key 
control (CD audio discs only) and fade 
in/fade out recording. 

The CD-RW900 also offers a list of MP3 
playback modes, including reading ID3 
tags and directories of MP3 files. Pitch and 
key are adjustable, so CDs can be played 
at a faster tempo without the “chipmunk” 
effect of changing the pitch. 

The 2 RU CD-RW900 retails for $679. 
For more information, contact Tascam in 

California at (323) 726-0303 or visit 
www. tascam . com. 
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Arnold 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 

were one-of-a-kind; custom installations 
with many of the components assembled 
and built on site. Radio engineers are still 
known for their ability to get the job done, 
no matter what the circumstances. 

In this month’s interview we talk with 
Larry Ar io'd, an engineer who works in 
research «nd development with Kintronic 
Laboratories. 

Arnold’s work has taken him around the 
world to work on a variety of large 
medium-wave transmitter facilities during 
their construction. As in the days of early 
radio engineering, these large facilities tend 
to be custom-built and require engineers to 
use a range of skills to complete them. 
Outside of knowledge of RF, it can take 
mechanical, construction, electrical and 
electronics experience to achieve a success¬ 
ful installation. 

As many of these installations are inter¬ 
national, it also requires being comfortable 
with traveling in foreign countries and 
working with support staff who may speak 
a different language. Arnold admits to 
being drawn to this kind of work and 
enjoying the adventures. 

Tell me about your educational background 
and training. 

It’s interesting because my career began 
with communication and radio training in 
the United States Marine Corps. After radio 
I continued with cryptography, electronics, 
radar and IFF systems. 1 graduated top in 

Individual Antenna Elements in HAARP 

my classes, and then spent the remainder of 
my military career as a senior instructor at 
communications and electronics schools in 
California. 

Upon completion of my six-year term in 
the Marine Corps and graduation from 
DeVry University in 1979, 1 went on to 
become a test engineer for Raytheon Missile 
Systems Division. 1 ultimately left the com¬ 
pany after 19 years as a senior engineer, 
having done several stints such as interna¬ 
tional military projects and contract teach¬ 
ing for Northeast State University. 

After leaving Raytheon, 1 became a sen¬ 

ior project engineer for BF Goodrich 
Aerospace in Kansas City, Kan., where I 
focused on radio and navigation electronics 
and test programming. While at BF 
Goodrich, I was invited by Tom King of 
Kintronic Laboratories to join his staff in 
order to take on the largest high-powered 
medium-wave international system |the 
company] had ever done. 

1 didn’t know it at the time, but my mili¬ 
tary and government manufacturing experi¬ 
ence garnered me the skills and clearance 
level that would aid in future projects with 
Kintronic Laboratories, such as the HAARP 
Alaskan short-wave research system. 
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What is the HAARP Project? 
HAARP is the High Frequency Active 

Aurora Research Project. This site has 3 to 
4 megawatts of RF Power operating from 2 
to 12 MHz with a multitude of individual 
phased transmitters. They use a 40-acre 
antenna array consisting of 360 dipoles. 
They beam the power into the upper 
atmosphere with enough power to ionize it. 

Kintronics Labs built 720 RF termina¬ 
tions to dissipate HF dipole common mode 
currents that appear under certain antenna 
array operating conditions, as a result of 
multiple transmitters feeding the array. The 
loads had to be precisely made to meet a 
challenging specification of keeping emis¬ 
sions 150 dB below the carrier power levels. 

Special construction techniques were 
used on each termination load that con¬ 
sisted of a network of bifilar non-inductive 
resistors with consistent unit-to-unit char¬ 
acteristics. The wire was bifilar-wound to 
cancel out the inductance of the resistive 
coils. Every metal-to-metal connection was 
made with similar materials in order to 
avoid any galvanic action that could cause 
unwanted emissions. 

The automatic test system was config¬ 
ured using a software-based data collection 
system that included an oscilloscope, 
DMM, network analyzer, arbitrary function 
generator, frequency counter and control 
circuits. It would do Direct Current 
Resistance measurements, Power Pulse test¬ 
ing, VSWR and Smith Chart characteristic 
plotting automatically, and then print the 
required data and test results on three sepa¬ 
rate printers. 

What is it that first drew you to broadcasting ? 
I’ve always liked radio. When I was 

young my older brother was in the Eagle 
Scouts and they worked on a radio trans¬ 
mitter they told me would “transmit and 
receive around the world.” The scout leader 

High-Power Linear Actuated Contactor 
In Prototype 

Kinstar Antenna 

was an ex-Marine, worked for Raytheon at 
that time, and was the one who had the 
idea to build the project radio system. 

I remember seeing all the components 
for the transmitter before it was built, with 
boxes of tubes and keys, a microphone and 
other stuff. This started my interest in elec¬ 
tronics. I don’t remember if that transmitter 
was ever completed or if it worked, but the 
idea of being able to communicate around 
the world just drew me in. 

In high school 1 remember working in 
the audio-visual department. We had a 
closed-circuit television system that broad¬ 
cast the sports events through the school. I 
remember running a 75-ohm video cable 
all the way across the high school roof to 
the gymnasium so we wouldn’t have to 
move the heavy and delicate Ampex video 
tape recorders on site to record a game. The 
holes drilled into the dome roof caused a 
little concern, but it all worked out fine. 

Describe your current work at Kintronic 
Laboratories. 

I primarily conduct research and devel¬ 
opment, and perform a variety of disci¬ 
plines ranging from custom-printed circuit 
board designs; fiber optics control system 
design; generating production tests and cal¬ 
ibration; performing production pre-tun¬ 
ing; RF high voltage; current and frequency 
testing of new RF products; generating 
manufacturing process sheets; and system 
troubleshooting. 

I also have enjoyed working on high-
powered medium-wave projects, such as 
the Sri Lanka AM system, where I was 
involved in the design, installation, integra-

SEE ARNOLD, PAGE 16 
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All talk and no action? That certainly doesn’t describe any radio station we’ve ever seen. With 

guest interviews, news and traffic feeds, live reports and listener calls to juggle, a talk studio is 

one of the most active places on the planet. Seconds count, and there’s no room for mistakes. 

That’s why we created Status Symbols® for the Telos TW0x12 Talkshow System. Instead of 

flashing lights to decipher, there’s easy-to-understand picture icons that give talk pros the 

information they need with just a glance. What caller’s next? Who’s screened, and who’s just 

holding? With Status Symbols, you’ll know instantly. And only Telos has them. 

TW0x12 has lots more benefits. Like Digital Dynamic EQ, for uniform caller audio despite less-

than-perfect lines. Twin DSP-powered hybrids for quick, no-hassle conferencing. A unique Dual 

Studio Mode that lets you use your 12-line phone system like dual six-line systems for extra 

flexibility. And TW0x12 is the world’s only talk show system that can work with either POTS or 

ISDN lines to deliver exceptional caller clarity. Impressive? You’d expect no less from the 

company that invented the digital broadcast hybrid. 

Is TW0x12 the perfect union of word and deed? Thousands of broadcasters worldwide think so. 

Why not see for yourself? 

AUDIO I NETWORKS 

12 lines, two digital hybrids, and 
superior audio performance. 
Desktop Director controller fea¬ 
tures handset, speakerphone and 
headset jack. Drop-in controls 
available for popular consoles. 

New Call Controller has Status 
Symbols. DTMF pad and recorder 
controls (like Desktop Director), 
but lets talent use their favorite 
wireless phone or any standard 
handset for call screening. 

Status Symbols show exactly 
what's what Intuitive icons show 
calls locked on-the-air, which 
hybrid they're on. who's next in 
queue and more. So much better 
than a panel of blinking LEDs. 

Assistant Producer enables talk 
show production via LAN or WAN. 
Status Symbols. CallerID support, 
instant messaging and caller 
database are just a few benefits. 
Supports touchscreens, too 

www.Telos-Systems.com The Telos logo. TWOx12 Status Symbols and Assistant Producer are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation ’ 2005 TlS Corporation 



Arnold 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14 

tion and testing of the control, monitoring 
and RF systems. I do field engineering on 
an as-needed basis and we are continually 
working on large medium-wave systems. 

Describe what it’s like to work on one of 
these projects. 

On the Sri Lanka project, the compo¬ 
nents had to be shipped from the United 
States to the site via boat. To start out, you 
have to go through everything and make 
sure it survived the journey. You have to 
check all the assemblies before you start to 
put the system together to make sure noth¬ 
ing has come loose. 

While we were working on this project 
the local laborers discovered a cobra. There 
was a pond between the transmitter build¬ 
ing and the towers that was spanned by a 
900-foot section of open-wire transmission 
line, which was the main feeder to the 
antenna central tuning house. 

The cobra was on the transmitter build¬ 
ing side of the line. We ended up using 12-
foot lengths of tamping steel to punch 
down into a pile of rocks, and eventually 
killed the cobra. The cobra occasionally 
growled with a loud, unusual and unnerv¬ 
ing sound. 

The open-wire transmission line on this 
project was designed to accommodate 400 

Sri Lanka Open-Wire Transmission Line 

ranging from 118 to 121 ohms, using a 
vector impedance meter and also with a 
bridge. 

What is the most rewarding thing to you 
about working in broadcasting? 

I guess 1 really like the variety, and the 
opportunity to do everything on a project. 1 
like to design a project, draw it up in CAD, 
and then I can prototype it myself. Once it 

I remember seeing the components for the 

transmitter before it was built, with boxes of 

tubes and keys, a microphone and other stuff. 

I don't remember if that transmitter was ever 

completed or if it worked, but the idea of being 

able to communicate around the world drew me in. 

kW of medium-wave power at around 800 
kHz. The characteristic impedance of the 
transmission line was 120 ohms. Separate 
transmission lines were installed between 
the central tuning house and the two end 
towers. They were measured following the 
installation of the lines by Sri Lankan labor¬ 
ers, and yielded a characteristic impedance 

is ready 1 turn it over to manufacturing. My 
specialty is electronics and testing but I like 
doing a wide range of work, including 
mechanical and optical work. 

I can go in the field and use CAD to 
draw and design circuits during the integra¬ 
tion of a project. 1 also can do assembly, 
welding and soldering work during installa¬ 

tion. I also do performance testing of the 
completed systems. It turns out you can 
always use a range of skills when you are 
working in the field. 

1 recently worked on a new design of a 
linear drive contactor for high-power RF 
switching. These contactors can pass 400 
amperes of current and switch 96 kV at 60 
Hz. 1 used a high-current source to test the 
current capacity of the contactor and 
melted the wires running to it, but the con¬ 
tactor showed no sign of damage. 

As you can imagine, these contactors 
have to be physically large to handle this 
much power and the challenge was to make 
them switch quickly and reliably. I de¬ 
signed a control board for the actuator that 
uses electric braking to eliminate mechani¬ 
cal overshoots. These contactors can handle 
large amounts of power but don't generate 
the large mechanical shocks of traditional 
solenoid-driven contactors. 

[Ed. note — Kintronic Laboratories won a 
“Cool Stuff Award from Radio World for these 
contactors at NAB2006.] 

How are digital modulation systems for HD 
Radio or DRM changing the way that we 
build medium-wave transmission facilities? 

That is something we have to consider 
now on every related project because the 
bandwidth requirements are much higher 
for digital systems. Input impedance band¬ 
width, phase linearity, pattern bandwidth 
and match to the signal from the transmit¬ 
ter and RF final load characteristics are 
important in the design of an HD compati¬ 
ble antenna system. 

What about projects in the United States? 
Kintronic Laboratories is involved in 

numerous AM HD radio projects in the US. 
I have worked on projects as simple as 
installing a new antenna tuning unit, as 
well as the development of our new AM 
KinStar low-profile antenna design. 

A few years back when we were develop¬ 
ing the Kinstar antenna, I helped to con¬ 
struct the test site where we compared the 
performance to a conventional quarter¬ 
wave design. The prototype we built was 
less than 50 feet tall, but it basically had the 
same efficiency as a 150-foot antenna. 

As part of the study that Ron Rackley, 
PE, prepared for the FCC, 1 helped come 
up with a way to measure the current dis¬ 
tribution on the antenna while it was under 
operation to show that it worked as pre¬ 
dicted. Just recently the FCC ruled that the 
Kinstar is acceptable for use on non-direc-
tional full-time stations without a proof-of-
performance. ■ 

MARKET PLACE 

Gemini CDT-05 Turntable 
Plays CDs, Vinyl 

Gemini says its CDT-05 hybrid 
turntable combines the feel of the 
turntable with the ability to play both 
CDs and vinyl. Additionally, the com¬ 
pany says it plays CDs with the hands-
on control of a full-size direct drive 
platter. 

The CDT-05 features a skip-resistant 
straight tone-arm system and a CPU-
controlled high-torque direct drive 
motor, which drives the unit’s aluminum 
platter. A Mix mode allows users to 
simultaneously play CDs and vinyl 
records. 

In both analog and digital modes, DJs 
have variable pitch control, with selec¬ 
table ranges of 4, 8, 16 or 50 percent, 
along with pitch bend and master tempo 
functionality. Three DSP effects — Filter, 
Zoom and Echo — with variable param¬ 
eter and a forward/reverse switch can be 
accessed in either mode. 

The company says that during CD 
playback, the CDT-05 affords three hot 
starts, frame accurate cue and seamless 
loop for digital flexibility. The motor also 
can be disengaged for DJs who prefer 
CD decks with a passive, non-motor 
driven platter. 

The CDT-05 also provides MP3 CD 
support and features independent out¬ 
puts for the CD and turntable. 

It retails for $1,179. 
For more information, contact Gemini in 

New jersey at (732) 738-9003 or visit 
www.geminidj .com. 

How to ... 

Submit a letter to the editor: 
E-mail us at rwee@imaspub.com 
with "Letter to the Editor" in the 
title field. 

Automatically switches between two AES digital audio signals or a stereo analog signal. 
Analyzes digital signal errors (CRC, bit, framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal. User programmable. 

8008068851 WWW.TITUSLABS.COM 
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JUST ENOUGH TEST 
Sisi 1 

Is your bulky bench analyzer more test than you 
use and more weight than you want? 

Sophisticated Minstruments from NTI give you just enough test capability, plus functions not 
even available on their larger siblings... 

and these flexible instruments fit in the palm of your hand 

A/ÏL1 Minilyzer 
Analog Audio Analyzer 

The ML1 is a full function high performance audio 
analyzer and signal monitor that fits in the palm 
of your hand. The comprehensive feature set 
includes standard measurements of level, 
frequency and THD+N, but also VU+PPM 
meter mode, scope mode, a 1/3 octave analyzer 
and the ability to acquire, measure and display 
external sweeps of frequency response generated 
by the MR1 or other external generator. 

With the addition of the optional MiniSPL 
measurement microphone, the ML1 also functions 
as a Sound Pressure Level Meter and 1/3 octave 
room and system analyzer. Add the optional 
MiniLINK USB computer interface and Windows¬ 
based software and you may store measurements, 
including sweeps, on the instrument for download 
to your PC, as well as send commands and display 
real time results to and from the analyzer. 

► Measure Level, Frequency, Polarity 
► THD+N and individual harmonic 

measurements k2—k5 
► VU + PPM meter/monitor 
► 1/3 octave spectrum analyzer 
► Frequency/time sweeps 
► Scope mode 
► Measure signal balance error 
► Selectable units for level measurements 

DL1 Digilyzer 
Digital Audio Analyzer 

With all the power and digital audio measurement 
functions of more expensive instruments, the DL1 
analyzes and measures both the digital carrier signal 
(AES/EBU, SPDIF or ADAT) as well as the embedded 
audio. In addition, the DL1 functions as a smart 
monitor and meter for tracking down signals around 
the studio. Plugged into either an analog or digital 
signal line, it automatically detects and measures 
digital signals or informs if you are on an analog line. 
In addition to customary audio, carrier and status bit 
measurements, the DL1 also includes a sophisticated 
event logging capability. 

► AES/EBU, SPDIF, ADAT signals 
► 32k to 96k digital sample rates 
► Measure digital carrier level, frequency 
► Status/User bits 
► Event logging 
► Bit statistics 
► VU + PPM level meter for the embedded audio 
► Monitor DA converter and headphone/speaker 

amp 

NEW! AL1 Acoustilyzer 
Acoustics & Intelligibility analyzer 

The AL1 Acoustilyzer is the newest member of the 
Minstruments family, featuring extensive acoustical 
measurement capabilities as well as core analog 
audio electrical measurements such as level, 
frequency and THD+N. With both true RTA and high 
resolution FFT capability, the AL1 also measures 
delay and reverberation times. With the optional 
STI-PA Speech Intelligibility function, rapid and 
convenient standardized "one-number" intelligibility 
measurements may be made on all types of sound 
systems, from venue sound reinforcement to 
regulated "life and safety" audio systems. 

► Real Time Analyzer 
► Reverb Time (RT60) 
► High resolution FFT with zoom 
► Optional STI-PA Speech Intelligibility function 
► THD+N, RMS Level, Polarity 

MR1 Minirator 
Analog Audio Generator 

The MR1 Minirator is the popular behind-the-scenes 
star of hundreds of live performances, remotes and 
broadcast feeds. The pocket-sized analog generator 
includes a comprehensive set of audio test signals, 
including sweep and polarity signals which work in 
conjunction with the ML1 Minilyzer. 

► Sine and square waves 
► Pink & white noise 
► Polarity test signal 
► Stepped sweep for response plots 
► Balanced and unbalanced outputs 

MiniSPL 
Measurement Microphone 

The precision MiniSPL measurement microphone 
(required for the AL1 Acoustilyzer and optional for 
the ML1 Minilyzer) is a precision reference mic for 
acoustics measurements, allowing dBSPL, spectrum 
and other acoustical measurements to be made 
directly. 

► 1/2" precision measurement microphone 
► Self powered with automatic on/off 
► Omni-directional reference microphone for 

acoustical measurements 
► Required for the Acoustilyzer; optional for the 

Minilyzer 

MiniLink USB interface 
and PC software 

Add the MiniLINK USB interface and Windows 
software to any ML1 or DL1 analyzer to add both 
display and storage of measurement results to the PC 
and control from the PC. Individual measurements 
and sweeps are captured and stored on the 
instrument and may be uploaded to the PC. When 
connected to the PC the analyzer is powered via the 
USB interface to conserve battery power. Another 
feature of MiniLINK is instant online firmware 
updates and feature additions from the NTI web site 
via the USB interface and your internet-connected PC. 

USB interface fits any ML 1 or DL1 
Powers analyzer via USB when connected 
Enables data storage in analyzer for later 
upload to PC 

Display real time measurements and plots on 
the PC 

Control the analyzer from the PC 
Firmware updates via PC 
MiniLINK USB interface 
is standard 

•••••••••••••••••• 
NTI Americas Inc 
PO Box 231027 
Tigard, Oregon 97281 USA 
503-639-3737 

awmwewri.cnats-i@nnsttr-iunmsternutms.ecnotms.com 



SECURITY 101 
by Stephen M. Poole 

Keep Crackers Away From Network 
Protect Your System From Exploitation: Select Server 

Carefully, Create Tough Passwords, Watch Staff 

Stephen M. Poole holds CBRE and CBNT 
certifications and is chief engineer for 
Crawford Broadcasting Corp, in Birming¬ 
ham, Ala. 

In previous articles, we looked at ways to avoid exposing critical network services 
to the world at large. I want to show you 

exactly who you’re up against. Under¬ 
standing what motivates the typical “dark 
hat” hacker, also called a “cracker,” will 
help you anticipate attacks and guard 
against them. 

Have a look at a typical cracker: Kevin 
Poulsen, aka “Dark Dante" to his peers back 
in the late ’80s and early ’90s. After he 
allegedly cracked into some government 
computers, the FBI began looking for 
Poulsen and he became a fugitive — not 
like Harrison Ford’s character in “The 
Fugitive,” but more in the sense of 
Leonardo DiCaprio’s character in “Catch Me 
If You Can.” 

Poulsen continued hacking and cracking 
even while on the run. In 1990, in one of 
his most famous stunts, he took over the 
phone lines going into KIIS(FM) in Los 
Angeles to ensure that he’d be the 102nd 
caller for a contest, winning a Porsche. He 
actually taunted the authorities, finally 
becoming so notorious that he was featured 
on “Unsolved Mysteries.” 

When viewers tried to call the 800-num-
ber on the screen, it had mysteriously gone 
dead. 

Shortly after that program aired, 
Poulsen was finally captured and spent 
several years in jail. After his release, he 
changed from a “black hat” hacker to a 
“white hat,” working first for Security 

Focus (www.securityfocus.com), and most 
recently for Wired magazine. 

He’s a good guy now, but I use him as an 
example because he fit the stereotype to a 
tee. The typical “dark hat” is a single male, 
young and intelligent, with a fascination for 
computers, networking and electronics in 
general. He’s a loner who craves the accept¬ 
ance of others like 
him. He’s most 
likely into pornog¬ 
raphy and spends 
hours, if not days, 
on the Web. He 
hacks, downloads 
and runs unli¬ 
censed software, 
and cracks com¬ 
puter systems just 
to see if he can do 
it — then brags 
about it to his 
friends. 
Do you have 

anyone like this 
working at your 
station? Keep an 
eye on them. 

NEXT-GENERATION HACKING 
In the mid ’90s, most successful (from 

the hacker’s point of view) computer viruses 
actually didn’t do anything harmful, at least 
not deliberately. The guys who wrote them 
were simply trying to get their malware to 
spread as widely as possible before it was 
discovered. Writing a virus that formatted a 
hard drive was actually a negative, when 
seen in that light. 

That’s changing. Nowadays, the motiva¬ 

tion may indeed be money, at least for a few. 
Viruses are “passé” to the cracking commu¬ 
nity. Spamware, worms and so-called 
“phishing” — attempts to get you to enter 
your personal information at a fake Web 
site, for example — are much bigger threats. 

You may not realize it, but the spam e-
mail you receive daily, advertising every¬ 
thing from cheap Viagra to beautiful Russian 
wives, was probably sent to your e-mail 
account from a computer that had been 
taken over by cracking software. Some 

unsuspecting user downloaded what he or 
she thought was a free game, or clicked on 
an executable attachment in their e-mail. 
Next thing you know, their computer is 
infected with a “spambot” program that 
contacts the cracker’s “home base” on the 
Web for information and then floods the 
Internet with e-mail. 

More malicious worms scan your com¬ 
puter for personal information and send it 
to overseas crooks. 

Hackers Adrian Lamo, Kevin Mitnick and Kevin Poulsen circa 2001 

F if Time The 
• _• 

142 Sierra Street 

Precisely 
measured 

and 
delivered 

El Segundo, CA 90245 USA 

Tel: (310)322-2136 

Fax: (310) 322-8127 

www.ese-web.com 

eas ce 

e es mb e a 

Broadcasters have woven ESE precision master clocks ancP 
timing-related products into their facilities for over 35 years. 
ESE products accurately synchronize broadcast operations 
using a choic^of GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line 
frequency for^Tfordable, reliable, perfect time. 

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a 
vast universe of timing systems that are designed for easy 
installation, set-up and operation. 

Regardless of the actual motivation of the 
guy who is trying to crack into your com¬ 
puter network, that’s what broadcasters are 
up against. On the one hand, our systems 
offer a rich target for the “pay for play” 
spammers and “phishers” because we’re 
likely to have high-speed Internet access 
and many computers available for exploit. 

On the other hand, the guys who simply 
want to impress their friends might think it 
desperately cool to hack into your HD PAD 
data, or to slip hardcore pom onto your sta¬ 
tion’s Web site, or to change all the Celine 
Dion and Natalie Grant in the playlist to 
headbangers like Metallica and Korn. 

The above is especially true if you have a 
popular, high-profile radio station. There’s 
some cross-pollination here: many of the 
same guys who might try to hack your Web 
page might also run their own Web radio 
stations, or even pirate broadcast stations. 
Even if you’re not a target now, you could 
be in the future. 

What makes us vulnerable is the explo¬ 
sive growth of networking in our business; 
and we’re still playing catch-up. Even large, 
profitable operations are unlikely to have an 
employee dedicated to ensuring computer 
security. It’s a task that normally falls to 
engineering, when and if we have time. 

When I first took the job here in 
Birmingham several years ago, we had a 
handful of computers on dial-up accounts 
for e-mail. Now we have several audio net¬ 
works, remote access to our systems over 
the Internet, over a dozen static IP 
addresses, several different DSL lines and a 
host of servers that are exposed to the 
public. 

If you don’t read anything else I say here, 
please believe this: Even if you haven’t been 
attacked yet, trust me, you will be. It may 
be tomorrow, it may not be for another year. 
But it will happen. I’ve been trying to 
address that issue in this series of articles. 

In two earlier stories, 1 explained net¬ 
work servers and firewalls. I’ve also shown 
you a great free tool called Nmap (www.inse-
cure.org) that will help you determine what 
network ports may be opened on your sys¬ 
tems. I want to wrap things up with a look 
at protecting your computers from crackers 
and dangerous software, and especially from 
the weakest link in the chain: the employees 
who use them. 

CHOOSE YOUR SERVER 
CAREFULLY 

The safest thing to do is to not expose 
any servers to the Internet. Isolate comput¬ 
ers that require special services into discrete, 
firewalled subnets, and then use another 
overall firewall on your Internet access to 
block all incoming requests. 

But maybe you want to expose, say, a 
Web server. It’s possible to download one of 
these for Windows that’s quite easy to set up 
and get running. It’s tempting, too, because 
you can be a hero. You can rig one of these 
up in an hour or less, open port 80 (the 
standard “http” port) in your firewall, regis¬ 
ter your IP address under a domain name 
and then proudly announce to the staff that 
the station now has a Web site. And hey, 

SEE CRACKERS. PAGE 20 
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problem solvers 
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Breathtaking Clarity 

Telco Digital Program Audio 

PCAU 
Program Channel Access Unit 
A New Standard for Telco STL, Remote-to-Studio 
and Studio-to-Studio Links 

Next Generation Audio for Your Listeners 

msteew 

40 Years of Pulsecom innovations. 
Here's another — The PCAU: Telco Digital Program Audio 

Acclaimed apt-X™ Audio Quality: 
Z Transparent Digital Coding delivers outstanding fidelity 
Z Low Latency — ideal for monitoring applications 
Z Free of “Cascading CODEC” and “Listener Fatigue” issues 
Z Multiple tandem connection support 
Z Automatic alignment, zero loss Broadband Audio 

Universal Telco Connectivity: 
Z Compatible with Telco Digital Loop Carrier and NGDLC systems 
Z Best-in-class reach to serve remote locations 
Z Campus mode delivers service over 3 miles of twisted pair 
Z High performance alternative to Western Electric™ KS20159L3, Tellabs™ 4008 and D4 PCUs 
Z E-mail: dave.corp@pulse.com to learn more about the PCAU Trial Program 

Pulsecom is an 1809001:2000 Company 

www.pulse.com 
800-381-1997 

Pulsecom is a registered trademark of Hubbell, Incorporated. apt-X is a trademark of Audo Processing Technologies, Ltd. 
Western Electric is a trademark of Lucent Technologies, Inc., Tellabs is a trademark of Tellabs, Inc., and HD Radio is a trademark of Ibiquity Digital Corporation. 

©2005 Pulse Communications, Inc. All rights reserved. 



Crackers 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE IB 

you did it all yourself. The Web server is sit¬ 
ting right there in your office. 

The truth is you may just have bought 
yourself a world of hurt. Never forget that 
ease-of-use and security are almost always 
direct opposites when you’re talking about 
software. As a general rule, the “safer” a 
server package is, the more difficult it will 
be to set up properly. Don’t be fooled. 

The Apache Web server (www.apache. 
org) is the most popular Web server as of 
this writing. It has been carefully tweaked 
by a worldwide community of program¬ 
mers in real, live production environments 
for years. Many major corporations, such 
as Google, use it. It’s rugged, reliable and 
difficult to crack. You can download it for 
free. But it has zillions of options and can 
bewilder a newbie. Unless you know what 
you’re doing, it can be set up improperly, 
exposing that Web server to attack or out¬ 
side control. 

A good e-mail server is even more diffi¬ 
cult to configure properly. If you’re not care¬ 
ful, you’ll simply expose a free spam¬ 
forwarding service to the Internet at large. 
Unless you’re able to administer a publicly 
exposed server properly, you’re really better 
off with a hosting company. Let them han¬ 
dle the headaches of firewalling and keeping 
things patched. You can get plenty of Web 
space, with e-mail, for $30-$100 a month 
from companies such as Go Daddy and 
APlus. I think it’s worth it. 

If you insist on doing it yourself, use a 
reliable server such as Apache, and regularly 
check for patches and updates. Frequently 
examine the access logs to get an idea of 
how you’re being attacked. The bottom line 
is that unless you’re willing and able to 
devote several hours a week to each server 
that you expose to the Internet, you’re bet¬ 
ter off letting someone else do it for you. 

USE CLEVER PASSWORDS 
We recently set up an FTP server on one 

of our static IP addresses. It’s not registered 
under a domain name and we don’t publish 
the IP address to anyone but our employees. 
Within a couple of days of exposing that 
FTP server to the Internet, we were already 
getting attacked. My access logs had line 
after line of attempts using common names 
and passwords, one after another. 

A simple “read only” Web server that just 
returns pages is one thing. But the rule here 
is simple: If anyone outside of the building 
can change anything on that server, it 

A Complete Network with Web Server 

should be protected with a strong password. 
I realize passwords are a pain. If pass¬ 

word choice is left up to the employees, 
they’ll invariably choose things that are easy 
to remember, like “myname,” “letmein” and 
my personal favorite, “password.” And yet, 
as our editor at RWEE sagely pointed out to 
me earlier, you also can make passwords so 
difficult to remember that employees write 
them onto slips of paper and tape them to 
the computer monitors. That’s not good, 
either. What to do? 

The best password is a mix of numbers 
and letters, something that’s not easily 
guessed or easily found by an automated 
attack. The latter is a program run by the 
cracker that tries a bunch of common pass¬ 
words and user names, based on “diction¬ 
ary” collections that are updated and shared 
by the cracking community 

These programs are smart enough now to 
try common variants, too, so be careful; 
simple substitutions like “p4ssw0rd” instead 
of “password” aren’t secure enough. If you 
examine your server logs as I recommend 
above, you’ll invariably see line after line of 
attempts from foreign IP addresses. 

The best idea I’ve seen thus far is to tell 
your employees to come up with a simple, 
easy-to-remember rhyme or phrase, for 
example, “Mom lives at 120 Doodat Street 
in Taneytown.” Take the first character of 
each word: “MlalDSiT.” A password like 
this is difficult to crack with a brute force 
dictionary attack, but is relatively easy for 
an employee to reconstruct, should he or 
she forget it later. 

You’re not going to stop a determined 

attack, but most crackers are lazy in real life. 
Unless you have a server that really lures 
and fascinates them, they’re only going to 
try for a few minutes, then move on. Use 
strong passwords and you’ll go a long way 
toward frustrating them. 

Here’s a hacker’s tip. Another way to dis¬ 
courage lazy crackers is to simply change 
the port numbers used by your servers. It’s 
beyond the scope of this article for me to go 
into detail, but if you can run your own 
server, you should be able to figure this out. 

Forgive me for stating the obvious, but 
don’t forget to change those passwords 
whenever an employee is terminated, espe¬ 
cially if it’s the Station Hacker, and most 
especially if he’s being terminated for tam¬ 
pering with the computer systems. 

TRAIN (AND WATCH) 
YOUR EMPLOYEES 

You can have the most carefully isolated 
and firewalled system in broadcasting, with 
separate subnets for audio, station control 
and offices; and all it takes is for one 
employee to click on an attachment that 
installs some malware and your office net¬ 
work is compromised. At best, your Internet 
access will slow to a crawl, meaning that 
you may not be able to get in from home to 
remotely administer things; at worst, if 
there’s a “crack" in your firewall, that worm 
could jump onto the audio network and 
cause chaos. 

What about internal virus/malware pro¬ 
tection on each computer? I’m of mixed 
opinion on this. For the office machines, it’s 
not a bad idea. But be careful before 

installing it on audio automation and 
remote control computers. First, it may void 
your warranty and/or support contract. 
Second, my experience with this software 
has been less than stellar; most of it slows 
the system noticeably and causes other 
problems to boot. 

For the record, I don’t run any type of 
scanner or malware detection on either my 
personal equipment or the audio and HD 
computers at my stations. I use the “isolate-
and-firewall” method described in previous 
articles, but the choice is yours. Just be 
aware that this type of protection isn’t a 
panacea, and can often cause more prob¬ 
lems than it solves. 

Anytime a new hire is made, you should 
take that person aside and explain basic safe 
computing procedures. Explain the pass¬ 
word rules mentioned above. Tell them not 
to open any attachments, not even if they 
appear to come from a known-to-be-good 
source; many malware programs read the 
address book on the infected computer to 
spread themselves. If you have no choice 
but to accept attachments, it’s safest to have 
the person sending the attachment send a 
separate e-mail warning that an attachment 
is on the way. 

You also should have a strict policy in 
place that prevents employees from 
installing software on company machines. 
Just don’t let them do it. At best, they’ll be 
slowing down your systems; at worst, they 
could compromise your hard work. You 
should especially keep an eye on the Station 
Hacker here. 

Any time you receive new software from 
an approved vendor, install it on an isolated 
test machine. “Nmap” that machine, and/or 
use something like Zone Alarm (www. 
zonelabs.com) to see if that software does 
anything you don’t approve of, as discussed 
in previous articles. If you see anything you 
don’t like, call the vendor and discuss it. 

Finally, don’t ever compromise what you 
know you’re supposed to do. Many ven¬ 
dors, to be blunt, are lazy (and stingy, as 
support costs money) and will tell you to do 
something like “disable your Windows' fire¬ 
wall” just because that’s easier than trying to 
walk you through the detailed settings to 
permit their software to work without com¬ 
promising everything else on that computer. 
Don’t let them do it. Tell them that it is 
unacceptable. If they still won’t help you, 
consider changing vendors. 

Be vigilant, be hardheaded ... and stay 
safe. 

Tell us about your successes or headaches in 
radio station IT management. Comment on this 
or any article to rwee@imaspub.com ■ 
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HD RADIO ? 
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MOSELEY. 
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
by Charles S. "Buc" Fitch 

Ventilation and Dangers of Sick Buildings 
Proper Management of Clean Air Makes for 

A Healthy Work Environment and Bottom Line 

Charles S. “Buc” Fitch, P.E., is a frequent 
contributor to Radio World. 

Efforts to control our environment for 
comfort’s sake have been with us from 
time immemorial, but in modem con¬ 

text many engineers feel that Leonardo 
DaVinci was the premier progenitor. The 
apocryphal tale is that around the year 
1500, DaVinci was having an affair with the 
Lady Beatrice, duchess of Milan. After a 
rather athletic session, she commented how 
hot it was and that maybe he should spend 
a little less research time on the helicopter 
and parachute, and possibly invent an air 
conditioning system for her bedroom. 

She was his main squeeze, so this great 
Italian artist, scientist and engineer 
designed and built the first mechanical fan 
to provide ventilation, on which work 
began the next morning. 

We engineers are just suckers for love. 

AIR SUPPLY 
“Comfort” is a wonderful word, and as 

we age it gets even more appealing. Few of 
us like to suffer. Over the intervening 500 
years our techniques have gotten more 
sophisticated than DaVinci’s water-powered 
fan, but even at this late date ventilation is 
still just moving air — and the calories in it 
— around and through the space. 

The American Society of Heating, 
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning 
Engineers, a peer organization, publishes 
the industry standards for HVAC, which 
include ventilation (standard 62; see foot¬ 
note [1] at the end of this article for more 
information). The ASHRAE code does for 
HVAC what the National Electrical Code, 

published by the National Fire Protection 
Association, does for electrical codes. 

The most critical component of those 
standards is “make-up air,” the percentage 
of fresh air mixed in with inside recircu¬ 
lated air. That percentage varies with the 
use of the space — a house is less than a 
laboratory, for example — but should never 
be less than 10 percent of the total volume. 

Again, as with the NEC, these are mini¬ 
mums; the percentage can be higher, if for 
instance your main studio is also used as a 
live performance venue and is viewed more 
like an auditorium. You might even auto¬ 
mate daypart percents if your morning¬ 
show studio is packed with people in the 
morning but a ghost town for the rest of 
the day while the automation runs. A sim¬ 
ple time clock could open the outside air 
control (the damper) more just during this 
high-use period. 

The percent of outside air has a direct 
effect on the bottom line because you have 
to treat this air with additional heat in 
winter and cooling in the summer to bring 
it to desired comfort levels — all of which 
costs money. 

The middle ground is where outside air 
can be used for cooling. Many components 
of the workspace, including your own 
caloric output, generate heat. Simply by 
bringing in the cooler spring or fall outside 
air, you can make the space comfortable. 
This “economizer” action prevents that 
expensive compressor from running in the 
cooling system. 

Drafts and fan short-cycling are avoided 
by mixing the warmer, recirculated inside 
air and sufficient outside air to keep the 
vent temperature around 55° to 65° F 
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A pad-mounted HVAC system is shown. Note make-up air ducts on left. 

You can maintain the final temperature 
at a comfortable level by factoring both 
heat gain from heat sources in the space 
and heat loss from the incoming cooler air 
with proper design and control. The cool¬ 
ing you need is accomplished with a fan 
and a motorized damper. 

Economizers normally are available on all 
packaged units — my feeling is you should 
never buy a cooling system without one — 
and are easily implemented in most split 
systems. Perceptions are important, how¬ 
ever, and the best HVAC systems are high in 
volume and low in velocity because air 
movement across our skin liberates the heat. 

are the easiest to maintain on a cost basis. 
Most come out of the equipment quickly 
and can be kept clear and clean with a bath 
in the janitor’s sink. 

Replacement types should be changed 
often, at least every quarter. If you cannot 
afford to do so, at least replace them at the 
beginning of heating and cooling seasons. 

If many people work in close quarters or 
eat and drink at their work positions, High-
Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters, 
changed often, are the best options. HEPA 
filters have nearly supplanted electronic-
type air filters, which had the downside of 
producing some ozone. 

Economizers normally are available on all 

packaged units — my feeling is you should never 

buy a cooling system without one — and are 

easily implemented in most split systems. 

The draft/chill effect inside is akin to wind 
chill outside. You feel cold; most often, your 
skin actually is colder. If your staff is wear¬ 
ing sweaters, it’s time to investigate. 

Another quality of ventilated air to con¬ 
sider is purity. Just because you’re inside 
doesn’t mean you are safe. The HVAC 
depends first on filters that become less 
effective with use. The timing for mainte¬ 
nance is really a function of what is hap¬ 
pening in the space. 

Be especially aware that high-volume 
office paper duplication, cooking, smoking 
and literally anything that increases the 
particulate matter, dust or vapor waste in 
the space will precipitate a need for more 
frequent service work on the filters. 
Carpentry and painting or any sort of con¬ 
struction in your station mandates that the 
filters be maintained immediately after 
project completion. 

The renewable/washable types of filters 

However, offensive and even dangerous 
air from outside can sometimes be brought 
in, and the filter may be insufficient. 
Potentially dangerous air can be created in 
the space by a chemical spill or inappropri¬ 
ate work. You may have a sick building sur¬ 
rounding your station; we’ll take up that 
unique case in a moment. 

MY BIGGEST FAN 
Air cannot move if the fans don’t run, so 

be certain that belts in air handlers are 
working and at specification tightness. If in 
doubt, replace at least once a year. Check 
oil motors every time you go into the 
equipment. 

Also be aware of balance and distribu¬ 
tion problems. While troubleshooting a 
complaint of no AC in a small office, I 
once discovered the vent grill removed 
from the upstream adjacent office and a 

SEE CLEAN AIR, PAGE 24 
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Clean Air 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22 

rag stuffed into the duct to stop flow next 
door. Some people want more than their 
fair share; check periodically for closed 
vent louvers and see that no one has mod¬ 
ified the system, such as taping over a vent 
with cardboard or placing a file cabinet 
over a return vent. 

Fans for the washrooms have separate 
ventilation requirements. As a minimum 
these should run whenever the washroom 
is occupied, if not continuously. For public 
health — not to mention general olfactory 
survival — they should exchange the air 
completely every few minutes and vent out¬ 
doors. 

When 1 was a younger and more 
approachable consulting engineer than the 
threatening ancient ogre 1 am now, I was 
asked delicately to investigate an “odor” 
problem on a client visit. In short order, I 
discovered that both washroom doors were 
gasketed, solid types so no input air was 
being provided; apparently this an extreme 
case of soundproofing. Also the exhaust 
duct had been disconnected by someone in 
the attic to make way for a conduit and 
never reconnected. Noxious aromas would 
build up in the room; when the door was 
opened and the vacuum released, they 
would be fan-catapulted out into the attic 
to descend on the room below. 

That was the GM's office. Many were 
unhappy when the problem was fixed. 

The most overlooked comfort factor is 
humidity, usually expressed in relative 
humidity (RH) or the percent of the possi¬ 
ble water that can evaporate at a specific 
temperature. RH comfort is a personal 
preference, but in general, for people, 
maintenance between 40 and 60 percent is 
considered appropriate. In an office envi¬ 
ronment, water usually needs to be added 
to the air to maintain these levels. 

In heating systems, humidifiers are flow-
through or boiler-types. In simple terms, a 
flow-through passes system air through a 
permeable material that has been soaked 
with water. A boiler-type creates water vapor, 
or steam, and allows it to migrate into the 
system airflow. The former is expensive to 
maintain. The latter is expensive to operate, 
as the water is boiled electrically. 

SICK BUILDINGS 
One sleepy Sunday night in 1976 at 

KYW(AM) in Philadelphia, I passed 
reporter Malcolm Poindexter leaving the 
building. A simple, “Hello, where you off 
to?” brought the response that he was 
headed up to the Bellevue Stratford Hotel 
based on a tip from a staff member there 
that something strange was going on with 
the guests. 

The story he broke was Legionnaires’ 
Disease. Conventioneers in the hotel were 
contracting a bacterial illness, primarily 
air-borne, that was spawning in the cooling 
water tanks of the hotel. The water spray 
injection was propagating the virus 
through the convention via the HVAC sys¬ 
tem of the building. Because of the senior¬ 
ity of many of these folks, their older 
immune systems were challenged to cope 
and a notable death rate appeared. [2] 

This outbreak was a tragedy for those 
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Custom Control Panel with Timer 

who suffered, and the hotel was a first-
class example of a “sick building.” It was 
later shown that, while the outbreak was 
essentially due to a hygiene problem, a 
simple chemical washing of the tanks 
could have prevented or at least amelio¬ 
rated the situation. 

Your office may not be a massive four-
star hotel, but it can be just as sick. Health 
problems in a sick building can range from 
depressed employees to ambulances cued 
up at the front door to take the staff to the 
hospital. 

Hygiene factors are involved and cover 
the gamut, including climate-control — 
temperature, drafts, air quality, etc. — 
lighting levels and color temperature, aro¬ 
mas, cleanliness, noise levels and the over¬ 
all sound environment. 

Although we’re focusing on climate con¬ 
trol issues, a sick building also can present 
a plethora of other concerns. On your 
watch, make certain that at least: 

Z Really hot water (at least 125° F) is 
available in the washrooms, kitchen and 
slop sinks 
y Washrooms are cleaned thoroughly 

and serviced regularly on a timed basis that 
reflects the level of use 
Z Trashcans are emptied daily, espe¬ 

cially if perishable materials, such as food 
waste, are contained 
Z Lighting is adequate and uniform in 

level and color temperature, and that there 
are no flashing fluorescent tubes 
Z Climate-control provides clean, draft 

free, even-temperature air with better-than-
the-minimum fresh air exchanges 
Z Filters in air handling equipment are 

serviced regularly 
Z Noxious aromas are not present, and 

materials or processes that produce these 
aromas, such as chemical solvents and 
detergents and paper duplication chemi¬ 
cals, are not present in the employee space 
Z Refrigerator temperatures are correct 

for food (-38° F) and freezer sections are 
at least 20° F or below to prevent spoilage 
Z Dust, dirt and any other soiling are 

removed regularly from floors, rugs, 
drapes, curtains, ceiling tiles, vent grills 
and ledges, in an effort to avoid contribut¬ 
ing to airborne particulate matter 

EVENT PLANNING 
Most managers fear the “big disaster,” 

such as a tower falling down. But few dis¬ 
asters carry negative ramifications as great 
as that of a major sick-building event 
caused by an airborne agent. 

If you are unlucky enough to experience 
a sick building event, whatever it is — 
people fainting, foaming at the mouth or 
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smarting eyes — clear the building imme¬ 
diately and gather everyone at a safe spot, 
such as the foyer of another nearby office 
building, or in their cars in the parking lot 
if it is isolated. As soon as possible, call 
911, tell them what you know and ask for 
help. ]Ed. Note — For information on creat¬ 
ing a station Disaster Recovery Plan see RW 
May 24, page 24.] 

What next? Be proactive and start help¬ 
ing. The more you interact with your peo¬ 
ple and get a handle on what has 
happened, the better you will be able to 
take action. Start triaging and begin a list 
of who was in the building and what hap¬ 
pened to them. Make sure not to leave any¬ 
one behind, and see that those who really 
need help get it first. 

Occasionally by head counting, you’ll 
find the event — smoke bomb in the bath¬ 
room, possibly — was staged to cover 
another action, such as a low-life ducking 
out on his bookie. 

As things calm down, make certain 
everyone talks to you before they leave. 
Interview everyone and ask them where 
they were and when their “symptoms” 

brew gathered on the surface in the staging 
trap. This conglomerate of aromas rose up 
the waste pipe. Our office had filled with 
this potent vapor because we had one 
waste trap not filled with water — the 
overflow drain under the hot water heater 
in the utility room off the mailroom. 

The fix was a couple of coffeepots of 
water poured into that trap. 1 turned on 
the air-handlers and manually forced them 
into economizer mode. Although we were 
in deep winter, the maximum fresh air 
exchange was created, as was the maxi¬ 
mum heating bill; however the offices, 
minus the pungent aromas, were ready for 
use the next morning. 

The second instance was a high-emotion 
call from a client who had his entire staff 
run out of the building one fall day 
because of “poison gas.” The poor fellow 
didn’t have a very loyal staff and they used 
it as an excuse to go home mid-day 
because they thought it would take that 
long to air out. 

These folks were sort of correct, as the 
aroma was being taken in by the roof¬ 
mounted AC unit and circulated into the 

The best HVAC systems are high-volume and 

low-velocity because air movement across our 

skin liberates the heat. The draft/chill effect inside 

is akin to wind chili outside. You feel cold; most 

often, your skin actually is colder. If your staff is 

wearing sweaters, it’s time to investigate. 

appeared. Find out whom they were with 
as well. Write all of this down, but draw no 
conclusions at this time. If the medicos 
release them from care, send them home in 
a cab with instructions to call your cell 
phone for rescheduling. People may not be 
calm enough to drive carefully, and you 
don’t want to worry about getting them 
home safely. 

The fire department will usually inspect 
the building with breathing apparatus, and 
most often will identify whatever agent was 
present that caused the event. Follow their 
guidance on what actions you should take 
to ameliorate the situation. 

Once you’ve documented and elimi¬ 
nated whatever that culprit was, start vent¬ 
ing if it was airborne, or clearing out the 
material if it was substance-related. Then 
air out the building as much as possible 
and for as long as possible. 

The only exception to this venting rule 
is if the agent is a bioterroism agent. Leave 
these to the professionals for elimination. 

OOH, THAT SMELL 
Two examples of sick-building events 

I’ve experienced: Several decades ago 1 was 
CE at a station with a top-floor office. One 
late afternoon, a potent chemical smell sud¬ 
denly took over the space, making every¬ 
one lightheaded. Nearly the whole staff was 
driven out — except for yours truly, who 
was responsible for finding the source. 

The station had been the first tenant in 
this new building. When all the floors 
filled up, the contractors left the site. The 
painters' parting gift was to pour their left¬ 
over solvents and thinners down the slop 
sink drain. Possibly tens of gallons of this 

office space. The smell was a solvent-based 
roof treatment material being applied that 
morning. The intensity of this wafting 
scourge was exacerbated by the wind, 
which drove a concentration of it right into 
the economizer input vent. 

Sometimes it’s your fault and sometimes 
it’s not. 

In the end when it’s time for conclu¬ 
sions, it doesn’t matter matter what the 
fundamental cause was. Make changes so it 
cannot happen again. 

Next time, we’ll look at the sunset 
schedule for Freon, along with a discussion 
of the new, replacement refrigerant gasses. 
We’ll also put together two HVAC case 
studies: a large studio/office and a trans¬ 
mitter building. ■ 

FOOTNOTES 
]1] ASHRAE’s current ventilation standards 

are ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62-2001, 
“Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air 
Quality,” plus ASHRAE BOD approved for 
publication Addenda and ASHRAE Standard 
62.2-2003, “Ventilation and Acceptable Indoor 
Air Quality in Low-Rise Residential 
Buildings.” 

Since the original publication, several 
ASHRAE BOD approved addenda to the 
Standard have been published. These addenda 
are available for free download from the 
ASHRAE Web site, www.ashrae.org. 

[2] The first known outbreak of Legion¬ 
naires’ Disease was at a convention for ex-serv¬ 
ice personnel in Philadelphia in 1976. A total of 
221 people contracted the disease and 34 died. 
Most of those who died were Legionnaires, 
which is how the disease got its name. 
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Adjacent channel (±25 kHz) down to 70 dB. 
19" rack mount, 3.5" H, all metal enclosure. In 
stock—available for immediate delivery. 

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO 
257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701 
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898 

AM RF Systems... without the surprises. 

LBA Technology is your proven, worldwide 
supplier of HD radio ready AM antenna systems. 

LBA Technology, Inc. 
Reach Farther, Sound Better. SM

Our array of RF products includes directional 
antenna systems, diplexers and triplexers, ATU’s, 
and components for every power level. LBA 
systems are designed and custom fabricated to 
your distinct requirements. 

We put our 40 years of AM RF experience into 
helping you reach farther and sound better! 
See what we can do for you at www.LBAgroup. 
com or call us at 252-757-0279 

• www.LBAgroup.com • 3400 Tupper Drive • Greenville, NC ¿7835 

Tl-OPTELATOR NOW AVAILABLE! 

Fiber Optic Modem Protection 
Lightning Protection that keeps on working! 

Fiber optic protection impervious to Lightning. 
It is now a recognized name brand in the RF Industry. 

For more technical information call toll free 888-471-1038, 
Ph: 727-823-6100, Fax: 727-823-6044. For pricing and sales call: 

Harris, Broadcast General Store, Broadcastworks, Broadcast 
Richardson, RF Specialists, Crouse-Kimzey, EuroExchange 

Brokers Inc., S.C.M.S., or your local distributor. 
See our web page: www.opticshield.com It is for real! 

I he Ultimate Lightning Protection! 

OIVINIRAX The Engineer’s Choice! 
BROADCAST FURNITURE 

Omnirax from Design to Production 
■ At Omnirax we work together with you from initial design 
concept all the way through finished product, ensuring that 
your furniture will provide you with years of satisfied use. 

■ Our strength is forging partnership relations where we can 
use our expertise to turn your ideas into reality. We are able 
to work to your exacting specifications or provide comprehensive 
design services that remove the guesswork from your investment. 

■ OurCAD/CAM process ensures precision fit and finish, 
repeatability, and case of modification. All of our designs are 
rendered in the computer prior to manufacturing. We are able to 
make alterations and adjust to your equipment, guaranteeing you 
not only get what you want, but exactly what you need. 

■ We are small enough to give every job the personal 
touch, large enough to outfit a complete facility. 

■ The measure of our success is the achievement 
of a synthesis of form, function and ergonomic 
comfort. 

Installed 

“I’m blown away” - Dave Williams, Director of Engineering, 
Clear Channel San Francisco 

RO. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607 
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com 



NAB2006 Abuzz Over IP, HD Rollout 
GUY WIRE 

Boston to launch the first over-the-air full-
time 5.1 surround sound encoded FM 
transmission this summer. I still think the 
industry has a long way to go before a sig¬ 
nificant market of available standardized 5.1 
content and OEM 5.1 sound systems in new 
cars drives any demand for this technology. 

over LANs or letting hard drives stream it to 
the air chain. As technology and hardware 
advances prove themselves worthy, old fears 
wash away quickly. 

Another innovation in console design was 
shown at the Harrison booth. A longtime 
supplier of live performance and recording 
studio consoles, Harrison added the free and 
powerful Audacity audio editor to its Trion 
console. It’s an open-source product built on 
their Ikis platform. Software control is based 
on Linux, and talks USB and Ethernet. For 
those who don’t want to pay hefty licensing 
fees for mainstream options, this could be 
just the ticket. 

Guy Wire is the pseudonym for a veteran 
radio broadcast engineer. 

again showed its Access "BRIC” system 
with first deliveries of the cell phone and 
cradle kit later this summer. 

The demonstration of Peter Greenberg’s 
“Travel Today” broadcast during the 
NAB2006, live from 37,000 feet on a 
Lufthansa jet trip from Frankfurt, Germany 
to New York proved this technology has a 
bright future. Using the Access in combi¬ 
nation with the Boeing Connexion satellite 
air-phone system and an Internet backhaul 
to the Los Angeles studios, the show 
sounded superb with no drops or stutters 
— even when one of the show’s callers 
called from another jet flight crossing the 
Atlantic in the other direction. 

Comrex, Tieline, Telos, APT and other 
companies showed new IP-based remote 
broadcast products that may very well sun¬ 
set the venerable Marti RPU and eventually 
even the popular POTS codecs. The first 
question you may want to ask a store host¬ 
ing your next broadcast remote is, “Do you 
have broadband cable or DSL in the house 
and can we use it for our broadcast?” If those 
resources do not allow full-speed duplex, 
you may still need cell phones or some other 
RF link for real-time IFB if needed; but this 
new choice is rapidly muscling its way into 
the remote broadcast limelight. 

SURROUND SOUND SLOWS 
5.1 surround sound was on the 

NAB2006 radar screen this year, but it did 
not command the sense that it was a con¬ 
tending “killer-app” for digital radio. Telos 
demonstrated its Fraunhofer discrete system 
with an impressive A-B comparison against 
a captive Harris/Neural matrix system. 

Meanwhile across the hail, Harris/ 
Neural showed their latest SW 4.0 codec 
and 5.1 surround signal processing prod¬ 
uct. It features an intuitive GUI that allows 
the user to visualize 5.1 balancing and 
mixing effects as adjustments and corre¬ 
sponding sonic evaluations are made. That 
innovation garnered a Cool Stuff award. 

Telos is teaming up with WZLX(FM) in 

AXIA ON THE MOVE 
Axia Audio introduced its audio-over-IP 

studio control and routing system several 
years ago, but it was clear this year the con¬ 
cept has jelled into the next major paradigm 

IBIQUITY MIA 
The industry’s acceptance and full 

endorsement of HD Radio as its digital 
standard going forward came through loud 
and clear this year. Almost every booth 
showing a broadcast product of signifi¬ 
cance touted it as HD-ready. 

SEE GUY WIRE, PAGE 29 

Vendors Tout Audio Over IP, IP-Based Remote 

Control for Transmitters, Emergence of HD Radios 

NAB2006 is in the books as a 
resounding success for vendors and 
attendees alike. Every vendor I 

talked to said this was their most produc¬ 
tive NAB in many years. Not enough 
working engineers get to attend this 
annual rite of passage, so your intrepid 
masked confidante will share some 
insights gleaned from travailing through 
April’s proceedings in Sin City. 

This was the year of IP connectivity for 
broadcast products of all flavors. Few 
radio stations nowadays operate without a 
LAN, storage servers and workstations 
producing and moving the product. IP has 
really mushroomed in recent years as most 
new product introductions feature 
Ethernet ports for joining both wired and 
wireless LANs. 

Remote control for transmitter sites via 
IP also is catching on quickly. This will 
become very important for stations adding 
HD and HD2 operations going forward. 
Why put up with the pager pestering you 
to drive up a mountain road just to reset 
something when all you literally need to 
do is lift a finger to complete the task? Do 
it in your easy chair at home via computer 
or from your wireless laptop in Starbucks, 
or via your Web-enabled cell phone. 

A few brave folks are even using wire¬ 
less LAN links to do this directly where 
wired ISP services to transmitter sites are 

Now Available from the leading name in Radio Monitoring Equipment 

JABELAR FMHD-1 
Wien xarxy courts. cout on Bear ' 

The absence of a large Ibiquity display booth 

seems to send a signal that Bob Struble believes 

his marketing job is mostly done. The heavy lifting 

of promoting HD is now in the hands of 

broadcasters and receiver-makers. 

not available. Chuck Lakaytis at Alaska 
Public Broadcasting is controlling five sites 
via wireless IP and designing a system to 
add 26 more. Using SSL encryption 
should provide adequate security against 
hackers. 

Several new budget-priced remote con¬ 
trol devices attracted considerable atten¬ 
tion. Among those are Broadcast Tools’ 
WVRC-8 and the WIT easi-8, both of 
which won RW Cool Stuff awards. 

IP AUDIO GROWS 
Audio over IP for both remote broad¬ 

cast applications and entire studio facili¬ 
ties really came into its own this year. 
Using Laptops and Flash recorders along 
with access to wireless LANs has revolu¬ 
tionized the way field news reporters do 
their jobs. But now they also can do much 
of the same work via the “high-fidelity” 
cell phone with G3 connectivity. Comrex 

for studio design. Axia has signed up a bevy 
of well known broadcast manufacturing and 
software partners to expand its universe; no 
longer do we have to worry about it being a 
proprietary system using proprietary soft¬ 
ware from a sole supplier. 

While some engineers are concerned 
about lack of standards for audio over IP, 
Axia’s Michael “Catfish” Dosch keeps 
reminding everyone that TCP/IP is the only 
real standard needed for its technology, 
and it is entirely open. Axia has written a 
software driver, available for free, that lets 
Windows-enabled devices play any audio 
routed over IP 

Others are still wary about sending pack-
etized, mission-critical real-time audio over 
LANs with the potential vulnerabilities of 
latency and lost data. Axia says that with the 
proper routers and setup this is nothing to 
fret about. It reminds me of when we first 
worried about transmitting digital audio 

■ Frequency Agile High and Low level 
inputs 

■ High Resolution Graphical Color 
Display 

■ HD Status, Station Info, and 
Program Info 

■ Analog to HD Audio Delay 
Measurement 

■ HD and Analog Program Audio 
Metering 

■ RJ 45 Ethernet Interface 
■ FFT Spectrum Analysis 

■ 8 Assignable Analog Audio Outputs (L/R Analog, L/R HD, L/R Tomorrow Radio, 5.1 Surround, etc) 

Here are some sneak preview screen shots! 
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For updates and more information on the 

BELAR FMHD-1 and AMHD-1 go to 
www.belar.com/hdradio.htm 

Belar Electronics Laboratory, Inc. 
119 Lancaster Avenue 
P.O. Box 76 
Devon, Pennsylvania 19333 USA 

Telephone: (610) 687-5550 
FAX: (610) 687-2686 
E-mail: salesfa helar.com 
Website www.belar.com 
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New! 

ECONCO 

Over 45 years engineering 

912-638-8028 

www.grahambrock.com www.commtechrf.com 

ECONCO 

NEW TUBE 

AM Ground Systems Co. 

www.amgroundsystems.com 
www.rfparts.com 

Tel: (856)985-0077 
Fax: (856)985-8124 

100+ Local SBE Chapters 

5,400+ Members 

Nationally-Recognized 
Certification Program 

JobsOnline & ResumeBank 

BO. Box 1130 
Marlton, NJ 08053 

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com 
Inti +1 -530-662-7553 Fax: +1 -530-666-7760 

Ground System Construction, 
Evaluation & Repair 

1-877-766-2999 

Who you know can make 
all the difference. 

OMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
hl RADIO FREQUENCY/BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS 

36 AM, FM and TV coverage prediction studies 

63 Upgrade studies for existing stations 

63 Broadcast transmission facility design 

63 FCC applications preparation -
construction permit and license engineering 

gRF PRRTS 
COMPANY 
From Milliwatts to Kilowatts'"' 

Eimac • Amperex • Svetlana • M/A-Com 
Motorola • Toshiba • Philips • Mitsubishi 

Se Habla Español • We Export 

> 800-737-2787 
‘S I 

760-744-0700 Email: rfp@rfparts.com 

www.sbe.org • (317)846-9000 

Graham Brock, Inc. 
Broadcast Technical Consultants 

TECH-Mart GRAM <55*3: 
GET YOUR MESSAGE OUT THERE! 

To receive more information about advertising in the Radio World Engineering Extra’s 
TECH-Mart Section, fill out the form below and fax it to Claudia at 703-67^-7409. 

_Yes, I’m interested in advertising in the TECH-Mart Section of 
Radio World Engineering Extra. Send more information to: 

Name: _ 
Company: _ 
Address: _ 
Via Fax: _ 
Or via e-mail: _ 

Or if you’d like to get started quickly, 
just contact Claudia Van Veen at 

703-998-7600 or Cvanveen@imaspub.com 



Guy Wire 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27 

Many vendors said until this year, most 
customers had just been kicking tires and 
were quite tentative about HD, making 
few commitments. But the number of 
naysayers and antagonists seems to be 
dwindling by the day. 

Since the days of USADR, the various 
1BOC systems proponents have all had 
booths at the NAB show. But not this year. 
Most attendees found it curious that 
Ibiquity would be MIA without a booth to 
tout its system and show off new receiver 
designs. It did have a nice hospitality suite 
and Ibiquity managers were seen milling 
around the company’s manufacturing part¬ 
ners’ booths. 

But the absence of a large Ibiquity dis¬ 
play booth seems to send a signal that Bob 
Struble believes his marketing job is 
mostly done. The heavy lifting of promot¬ 
ing HD and making it stick is now in the 
hands of broadcasters and receiver-makers. 

BUT WHAT ABOUT AM? 
Even as FM HD’s adoption accelerates 

nicely across all markets and companies of 
decent size, the future of AM HD remains 
in doubt as the cloud of uncertainty about 
night interference and lost coverage 
lingers. This had been perhaps the most 
hotly debated question of the HD rollout, 
and it has yet to be adequately answered 
with any independent real-world studies 
or tests. 

I was disappointed to see that virtually 
none of the sessions or papers even 
attempted to shed light on what’s going to 
happen when the FCC authorizes full-
time AM HD operations. There are about 
120 AM HD stations on the air operating 
daytime with plenty of critical hours expe¬ 
rience. It seems only reasonable that 
before the commission authorizes full-
time AM HD, it would grant a number of 
Special Temporary Authorizations allow¬ 
ing key, existing AM HD stations to stay 
on at night in order to evaluate skywave 
behavior and the critical issues of interfer¬ 
ence and lost coverage. 

Unfortunately that would have been 
too sensible and logical for the FCC to 
pursue, and it is not equipped to tackle 
too much hard work. At least it could 
have farmed out the project to capable 
consulting firms. Instead, we are now 
hearing that as soon as it gets a fifth com¬ 
missioner in the next few months, the 
proposal to allow full-time AM HD will be 
adopted and the floodgates will open. 

CPB is pursuing a new study this sum-

Blesser 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30 

As a second example, we were preparing 
a software release for the Audicy worksta¬ 
tion. At the last minute we discovered a 
serious but intermittent bug. Our software 
engineers performed dozens of experi¬ 
ments, collecting massive quantities of data. 
Weeks of analysis and design reviews failed 
to find the bug. The data remained incon¬ 
sistent, incomplete and contradictory. 

And then in a flash of intuition, someone 
suggested we had ignored the possibility 
that there were actually two bugs! By sort¬ 
ing the data into two bins, we found both 
problems in a few hours. 

In both examples, intuition redirected 
engineering techniques, which then 

mer on how well HD will cover and what 
the interference impact will be as the roll¬ 
out continues. But this appears to be for 
FM only. Another loud signal: AM HD isn’t 
all that important anymore. 

Ibiquity, along with its major broadcast 
partners, has apparently made the strategic 
decision to essentially turn its back on the 

probable interference fallout that full-time 
AM HD will spawn, and instead concen¬ 
trate on the more lucrative potential that 
FM HD, multichannel and data initiatives 
will provide. 

Overall, it seems obvious that effective 
AM coverage and de facto protected con¬ 
tours will shrink. Secondary contour and 
fringe coverage will be lost to many sta¬ 
tions. Mostly large-market, high-power sig¬ 
nals with low night limits will have the 
best chance to retain respectable coverage, 
both inside their protected and secondary 
contours. 

Local channel, marginal regional chan¬ 
nel and rim-shot facilities may find that 
they indeed will lose much of their target 
area coverage, and fighting this reality will 
prove to be difficult if not futile. Some may 
decide to place those formats on a sister 
FM HD2 channel or, perish the thought, 
lease time on a competitor’s facility or just 
become an Internet station. 

TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE 
DRM and DRE did show some presence 

at NAB2006, but not in a way that would 
suggest either is ever going to be a viable 
U.S. alternative to Ibiquity and HD Radio. 
While DRE is a clever concept and makes 
better use of the FM composite spectrum, 
DRE reminds me a little bit of Noise-Free 
Radio: A novel but flawed idea in its day 
and clearly not the long-term answer the 
industry needs going forward in the 21st 
century. 

DRM is still concentrating mostly on 
shortwave applications but has introduced 
a VHF mode that could be useful in the 
FM band. Yet they have done nothing to 
further refine or advocate the use of its lit¬ 
tle-known hybrid mode for AM applica¬ 
tions in the U.S. Many of us still believe 
the single-sideband AM mode of DRM has 

significant potential to help AM get 
through the messy HD hybrid phase. 

Ibiquity might consider any part of 
DRM as a possible remedy to improve AM 
HD if the full-time rollout becomes a legal 
quagmire of interference litigation. Only 
then will it become motivated to look for a 
more viable hybrid solution if enough 
important AM stations press their case. 

FULL SPEED AHEAD 
FM HD is now gaining international 

traction, as the U.S. rollout looks more and 
more promising. Other countries, prima¬ 
rily Asia, are looking at it as a potential 
compatible digital mode with existing ana¬ 
log services. 

With almost 800 U.S. stations having 
added HD operations and HD2 formats 
appearing almost daily, receiver manufac¬ 
turers are bringing more products to mar¬ 
ket every week in support of the rollout. 
Even RadioShack has just announced it 
will carry HD radios. Best Buy and Circuit 
City can’t be far behind. 

The Boston Acoustics Recepter was seen 
in many booths and has quickly become the 
reference HD monitor receiver of choice for 
many. And 1 finally got to see the long-over-
due Radiosophy portable boom-box combo. 
Three demonstration units were all working 
nicely on the floor, although I found them 
rather toasty to the touch. 

Minimizing power consumption still 
seems to be a challenge, suggesting there is 
still a fair amount of work to do to get the 
HD receiver chipset squeezed into a 
smaller, more power-efficient package for 
portables. 

The industry is experiencing warp-speed 
changes as HD charts a new course for 
broadcasters, equipment manufacturers and 
listeners alike. For those who focus on cre¬ 
ating and delivering quality and compelling 
content on the new delivery platforms, 
while super-serving their local audiences, 
success will come more easily. ■ 
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With almost 800 U.S. stations having added HD 

operations and HD2 formats appearing almost 

daily, receiver manufacturers are offering 

more products in support of the rollout. Even 

RadioShack has announced it will carry HD radios. 

Best Buy and Circuit City can’t be far behind. 

changed how to structure questions and 
where to look for their answers. 

In fact, my Last Word column embodies 
this same duality. I let my mind wander to 
random ideas, patterns and fantasies in 
order to find topics. I then filter them using 
my logical mind. While writing, I again let 
my intuitive mind take control in order to 
discover analogies and examples. And 
finally, I apply my knowledge of good writ¬ 
ing to create a structured, linear article, fol¬ 
lowed by extensive editing. 

It was with great effort that I learned the 
oldest wisdom about writing: just write 
anything and then edit and filter. In writing 
my first book, some 300,000 words ended 
in the trash can. The key to creative pro¬ 
ductivity is learning to be comfortable with 
dumb ideas, which should then be easily 
discarded ■ 
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Ignoring Logical Reasoning Is Logical 
How Intuition, Dual Thinking Can Influence 

Engineering Techniques and Decision-Making 

Dr. Barry Blesser is director of engineering 
for 25-Seven Systems. 

The radio engineer has a gut feeling that 
the intermittent noise arises from a 
corroded splice where the coaxial 

cable first went underground. The program 
director has the intuition that reducing the 
number of spots would actually increase 
the station’s revenue. The engineering man¬ 
ager has the hunch that an intern would 
make a great technician once trained. 

These assertions by well-trained individ¬ 
uals are not based on the kind of formal 
logic and reasoning that we value in profes¬ 
sional, technical and scientific activities. 

To be socially acceptable, logical reason¬ 
ing often is used to rationalize and justify a 
conclusion that simply appeared sponta¬ 
neously. Or, when being honest, we add 
such qualifiers as hunch, intuition, gut-feel 
or best guess to signal that we cannot 
defend the assertion, even though it has a 
high probability of being correct. 

ANALYSIS PARALYSIS 
Recent research has shown that in many 

situations logical reasoning actually is 
counterproductive. The likelihood of mak¬ 
ing a wise decision is actually reduced by 
spending too much time debating the pros 
and cons of a decision. It can in fact be log¬ 
ical to ignore logical reasoning. 

Scientists now explain this apparent par¬ 
adox with the discovery that we have two 
independent and perhaps unrelated think¬ 
ing systems: explicit logic (conscious) and 
intuitive hunches (unconscious). 

Consciousness is like the display on the 
dashboard in an automobile, providing 
only limited data about the state of the 
engine. Of the thousands of neurological 
substrates in our brain, most have no con¬ 
nection to consciousness awareness, but 
they make valuable contributions to our 
ability to handle complex situations with 
massive quantities of data. 
We are simply not aware of how the 

brain sorts possibilities, which is called 
“deliberation without attention.” We say of a 

complex problem “1 will sleep on it,” which 
means we are providing time for uncon¬ 
scious deliberations to process the mess. At 
3 a m., the answer just pops out — in the 
flash of lightning that wakes us up. 

Thinking without awareness produces 
results when there are more than a few fac¬ 
tors to consider. Logical reasoning works 
best with only a small amount of reliable 
data. It takes the form of “if A, then B; if C 
then D; if A and B then D,” and so on. But 
when we are faced with perhaps hundreds 
of unreliable data fragments, unconscious 
thinking can harness a lifetime of buried 

experiences, quickly seeing patterns that 
are consistent with the data, while readily 
ignoring noise and missing information. 

A typical example of massive data with¬ 
out a readily apparent explanation is trou¬ 
bleshooting an unexplained defect in a 
large system. In such cases, an engineer 
would be wise to intuit multiple explana¬ 
tions quickly and then to test them logically 
by running experiments. 

Theories, explanations and hypotheses 
are not created rationally even though they 
can be tested with formal logic. Because 
these two abilities are unrelated, some peo¬ 
ple are better at generating theories than at 
testing them, and vice versa. They are dif¬ 
ferent skills that use different mental activi¬ 
ties. A team composed of individuals with 
different skills is ideal. 

Malcolm Gladwell, in his best-selling 
and easy-to-read book “Blink,” provides a 
collection of simple case studies to illustrate 
the power, and danger, of using intuitive 

thinking. He also collected numerous scien¬ 
tific studies to explain how intuition has 
evolved to be a major contributor to our 
survival as a species. 

Furthermore, he observes that we broad¬ 
cast our emotional attitudes even if we are 
unconscious of how we are feeling. 
Gladwell calls quick responses “thin slic¬ 
ing." When you hear the screeching tires of 
a fast-approaching truck, you react without 
thinking through your logical options and 
simply jump out of the way. Logic is too 
slow and too vulnerable to confounding 
noise, such as an unrelated horn and a 
ringing cell phone. 

Timothy Wilson, psychologist and 
author of “Strangers to Ourselves,” summa¬ 
rizes this dual mentality: “The mind oper¬ 

ates most efficiently by relegating a good 
deal of high-level, sophisticated thinking to 
the unconscious, just as a modern jetliner 
is able to fly on autopilot with little or no 
input from the human ‘conscious’ pilot,” he 
said. “The adaptive unconscious does an 
excellent job of sizing up the world, warn¬ 
ing people of danger, setting goals and initi¬ 
ating action in a sophisticated and efficient 
manner.” 

DUAL THINKING 
We are most productive when the two 

modes of thinking work together. 
Unfortunately, engineers and scientists are 
taught subtly to distrust intuition, and 
artists are taught to avoid logic: two polar 
extremes. While some individuals have a 
natural gift for combining the two modes, 
most of us learn the skill with great effort. 
In fact the best art and technology often 
result when the two modes are fused into a 
holistic unity. 

Some of the debates raging in radio publications, 

such as multicasting and HD Radio, are perfect 

candidates for dual thinking. These topics are 

too complex to evaluate solely on logic. 

Consider a meeting called by the engi¬ 
neering manager to address a technical 
problem. Using the rules of brainstorming, 
the group can be initially encouraged to 
free-associate, articulating apparently unre¬ 
lated ideas. Then the mode switches to ana¬ 
lyzing the choices and the implications. 
The mode can be switched back to articu¬ 
lating wild ideas full of fantasy. 

Intuition is the engine, and logic is the 
filter. In this way, both types of thinking are 
harnessed and fused into a single optimum 
strategy. 

Some of the debates raging in radio pub¬ 
lications, such as multicasting and HD 
Radio, are perfect candidates for dual 
thinking. These topics are too complex to 
evaluate solely on logic. On the one hand, 
the danger of intuitive thinking is that per¬ 
sonal biases and hidden agendas strongly 
influence the results. On the other hand, 
these questions are simply too complex to 
produce a clean, neat conclusion. 1 strongly 
recommend combining the two approaches 
rather than treating them as incompatible 
binary choices. 

As a demonstration of dual thinking, I 
would like to share two personal experi¬ 
ences that illustrate how a flash of intuition 
solved an otherwise intractable engineering 
problem. 

When I was developing the first elec¬ 
tronic reverberation system at EMT in 
1975, we were struggling with how to han¬ 
dle the massive heat from some 400 ICs 
without using fans, which would have pro¬ 
duced too much noise for a recording stu¬ 
dio. We evaluated dozens of designs in 
terms of heat-transfer mechanisms, thermo¬ 
dynamics and thermal resistance. We failed 
to solve the problem. 

However, while daydreaming one morn¬ 
ing, our marketing director found the per¬ 
fect solution: construct a floor-standing 
case out of extruded heat-sink stock. At 
first nobody recognized that this aesthetic 
design, which looked like a rocket ship and 
a modern art sculpture, was actually a solu¬ 
tion to an engineering problem. Aban¬ 
doning the requirement of hiding the 
solution was an intuitive shift in thinking. 
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